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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Access to healthy foods is increasingly impaired by socio-economic and 

environmental influences. Providing a region with an adequate supply of food and access 

are basic tenets of a sustainable foodshed. This thesis highlights food access in Humboldt 

County, California by identifying and mapping local food production and food retail 

location resources utilizing a geospatial lens. Using Geographic Information Systems 

(GIS) technology I assessed local food access and production patterns overlayed with 

socioeconomic data to identify regions of Humboldt County having adequate or 

inadequate access to fresh and healthy food. Multiple GIS methods including 

participatory mapping, proximity and distance measures were employed to analyze food 

access throughout the county. Spatial analysis of food resources allows for determination 

of adequate or inadequate food access and classification of potential food insecure areas 

in Humboldt County. This research will benefit the community by highlighting 

vulnerable neighborhoods without access to quality fresh and healthy food resources.  

The project will also provide the new Humboldt County Food Policy Council with 

necessary data to work on strengthening food access for food insecure neighborhoods. 

 

Keywords: food access, food security, food insecurity, foodshed, Geographic Information 

Systems (GIS), Participatory GIS (PPGIS), Humboldt County. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 

A diverse landscape of farms, varied food stores, and community culture provide 

a healthy backbone for a sustainable foodshed. A sustainable foodshed is a collaborative 

food system that focuses on locally based, self-reliant food economies that increase 

environmental and civic health, and serve all people (Shiva, 2001). Humboldt County is a 

robust agricultural region with small and large farms producing a vast amount of 

agricultural products marketed locally and out of the county. Although the county 

produces a wide array of produce and processed food products, there is a perception by 

local food advocates and community members that the agricultural production market 

and food retail infrastructure does not serve all regions of the county (Stubblefield, 2010). 

Poverty rates are high in the region (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000), leading one to believe 

not all parts of the county are food secure. In 2007, 16.9% of the population was below 

the federal poverty level, whereas the average for the state of California was 12.9% (U.S. 

Census Bureau, 2000).  By researching and identifying food access locations, agricultural 

production resources, civic agriculture resources, food assistance, land preservation, and 

local socioeconomic variables a better comprehension of food security and community 

health can be developed for the region. 

 The focus of this thesis was to investigate food security for the county utilizing 

geographic information systems (GIS) to locate all food access resources including 

grocery stores, supermarkets, farmers markets, convenience stores, food pantries, and 

cultural markets. I also identified civic agriculture such as community gardens and school 
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gardens, as well as small and large farms producing marketable food items for the county 

to show the frequency of agricultural production and patterns throughout the region. 

Mapping food access and production resources allowed for identification of gaps within 

the county’s foodshed and where food stores are lacking in both small and large 

population centers. Mapping access to food stores is becoming a more common and 

effective method to determine communities’ level of food security (USDA, 2009). 

Census data from 2000 such as population, poverty rates, ethnicity, and vehicle access 

per household for the county were layered in conjunction with food access locations and 

local food production resources to identify regions with adequate or inadequate access.  

Using these socioeconomic variables provided insight for regions of the county that are 

underserved in relation to food security, and possibly food insecure or food deserts. 

Using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) allowed layering of information about food 

access, food production, and socioeconomic data that identified areas that are potentially 

underserved, at risk, or already food insecure. These finding will prove helpful to the 

Humboldt County Food Policy Council formed in 2010 after the Community Food 

Assessment was finished (Stubbelfield et al., 2010).  

 

Study Area 

 This study focused on the region of Humboldt County, situated on the north-west 

coast of California (Figure 1). The county is approximately 2.3 million acres of land 

(3,572.49 square miles of land), with roughly 35 people per square mile (U.S. Census 

Bureau, 2000). The population of the County was approximately 129,623 people in 2009 
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(U.S. Census Bureau, 2009).  The county is rural, with micro-politan cities in northern 

part of the county with more populated and urbanized towns such as Arcata, Eureka, 

McKinleyville, and Fortuna (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000). The county is about 225 miles 

north of San Francisco, and secluded from larger highways such as Interstate Highway 5. 

The topography of the county is comprised of rugged coastline, dense forests full of 

conifer and redwood trees, and mountainous terrain (U.C. Davis, 2008).  There are many 

state parks, recreational areas, rivers, and the Redwood National Park located in the 

county. Due to the vast number of redwood trees and old growth forests approximately 

80% of the county is protected and conserved public lands (Humboldt County 

Community Development Services, 2007).   

 The region has moderate temperatures, high humidity, and a considerable amount 

of precipitation in the form of rain throughout the year. The region receives annually 40-

100 inches of rain varying from the coastline and inland, and rain falling during October 

through April (Humboldt County Division of Environmental Health, 2005).  There is 

heavy fog in the region also during the fall into winter, with foggy summers as well along 

the coastal environment. Temperatures along the coast vary throughout the year, staying 

moderately cool along the coast and warmer inland. In the winter season temperatures go 

below 32 freezing and occasional snowstorms inland and sometimes along the coast 

(Humboldt County Division Environmental Health, 2005). The county also contains the 

second largest bay in California, Humboldt Bay, as well as many rivers, natural springs, 

and perennial creeks (Humboldt Bay Harbor, Recreation and Conservation District, 

2008).  
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Figure 1: Study Area for Measuring Food Access in Humboldt County, CA 
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Overview of the Foodshed 

 The agricultural landscape of Humboldt County produces a wide array of 

marketable food items fruits, vegetables, grains, meat, poultry, seafood, cattle, and goat 

products. In 2007, there were 852 farms, and 155 of them sold directly to consumers 

(USDA, 2007).  As of 2010 there were 11 farmers markets operating seasonally 

throughout the region, with some operating as much as seven months out of the year 

(Stubblefield et. al, 2010). During fiscal year 2008, the county recorded a total of $81.1 

million dollars of food related agricultural production (Humboldt County Department of 

Agriculture Commissioners Report, 2008).  The agricultural food products producing the 

most income in the county are dairy, livestock, and poultry (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2: Humboldt County Agriculture Sales 2007-2008 (Humboldt County Department of 
Agriculture. Commissioners Report, 2008) 

 
A number of locally produced and processed food items have aided the local food 

movement, and put Humboldt County food products on the map (Table 1). These 

specialty agriculture items include organic grass-fed beef, eggs, cheeses, milk, and goat 

cheeses (North Coast Prosperity, 2007). The specialty agriculture market is growing 
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rapidly at a rate of 33% and employs 5,547 residents (North Coast Prosperity, 2007). As 

of 2007 there were 65 beef cattle ranches in the county, with an increasing demand for 

grass-fed beef both within and outside the county (North Coast Prosperity, 2007). There 

are 90 dairies in the county, and 82% of Humboldt’s agricultural land is occupied by 

dairy and beef pastures (North Coast Prosperity, 2007). Specialty agriculture products 

such as organic milk, cheese, and grass-fed beef are consumed both within the county and 

exported, in some cases, such as Cypress Grove goat cheeses, all over the world (North 

Coast Prosperity, 2007).  

 

Table 1: Humboldt County’s Top Crop and Livestock Products (USDA 2007) 

Crop/Livestock Acreage State Rank U.S. Rank 
Forage 10,566 24 1,669 

Corn for Silage 979 14 1,010 

Floriculture Crops  (D) 3 (D) 

Vegetables  282 34 906 

Grapes 231 38 90 

    
Cattle and Calves 58,900 16 442 

Sheep and lambs 3,370 28 314 

Goats 2,472 17 205 

Horses and Ponies 1,489 39 871 

Source: USDA 2007 Census Agriculture Humboldt County, CA. Retrieved May 24, 2010. 
 

In 1965 California’s Williamson Act was passed, enabling local government and 

private landowners to collaborate and restrict land development to preserve agricultural 
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land and open space (North Coast Prosperity, 2007).  In 2007 there were 273,000 acres 

enrolled in the Williamson Act within Humboldt County (North Coast Prosperity, 2007).    

The USDA reported 852 farms in operation in the county, ranging from one acre to over 

1,000 (USDA, 2008), with an average farm size of 701 acres. From 2002 to 2007 there 

was a 14% decrease in farms from, 993 to 852 (USDA, 2008).   

The North Coast Growers Association works with over 100 farmers in the county 

who farm on average 10 acres or less, and bring marketable produce items to five farmers 

markets in the northern part of the county (North Coast, Prosperity, 2007).  Table 3 

illustrates the diverse range of farm sizes within the county.  

 
Figure 3: Number of Farms By Size in Humboldt County (USDA 2007). 

 Source: USDA 2007 Census Agriculture Humboldt County, CA.  
 
 

As noted earlier there are a number of products that are consumed in the county as 

well as produced for export. The county has a growing number of alternative markets 

including farmers’ markets, Community Supported Agriculture (CSA), roadside seasonal 

food stands, and on-site farm sales. This type of direct farm sale marketing help to 

continue local food production, keep local dollars circulating in the community, and 
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increase farm sales, and wages. Table 2 shows direct farm sales data from the 2007 

Agricultural Census for Humboldt County.  

 

Table 2: Humboldt County Direct Farm Sales 

Number of farms in the county that sell directly to final consumers: 155 
Percent of farms in the county that sell directly to final consumers: 18.2% 
Percent of the total value of farms sales in the county sold directly to final consumers 0.8% 
Value of direct farm sales in the county: $1,192,000 
Value of direct farm sales in the county divided by the residents* of the county: $9.27 
Source:  USDA 2007 Census Agriculture Humboldt County, CA.  
 
 A fruitful foodshed is comprised with residents who believe in local food 

production, sustainability, and participate and support community and educational 

agriculture.  Humboldt County had 21 community gardens as of 2010 (North Coast 

Community Garden Collaborative, 2010). Most of these community gardens are located 

in the northern, coastal part of the county, with a few inland and in the southern part of 

the county.  The largest community garden is located in Garberville, the Southern 

Humboldt Community Farm is ten acres and allows locals, youth groups, and 

organizations to rent plots and farm the land (Lobato, 2010).  The North Coast 

Community Garden Collaborative was formed in 2009 to help coordinate and be a 

resource for community garden efforts throughout the region (North Coast Community 

Garden Collaborative, 2010). The organization helps communities with garden logistics, 

volunteers, advocacy, and finding available land for new community gardens (North 

Coast Community Garden Collaborative, 2010).  

Humboldt County also boasts a number of school gardens. There are 29 school 

districts with 88 kindergarten through 12th grade schools, and out of those there are 46 
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schools with gardens (Ollar, 2010).  The size of the gardens range from 300 square feet to 

half an acre, growing small fruit, vegetables, and ornamentals around school grounds and 

in raised garden beds (Ollar, 2010). The majority of the schools use the gardens to 

supplement curriculum and after school activity programs, engaging students in 

agriculture and education on healthy diets (Ollar, 2010).  

Local food processing is limited in the county, with only a few processing 

facilities that currently serve a limited number of local food producers (Stubblefield et. al, 

2010). Food processing and distribution needs that came out of the Humboldt County 

Community Food Assessment were storage and distribution facilities that can cater to 

local farmers (Stubblefield et. al, 2010). Organizations that distribute food in the county 

currently are Food For People, North Coast Co-op, Pro Pacific Foodservice, Valley 

Flower Vegetables, Atech Warehouse & Distribution, and a number of local farmers who 

deliver direct to consumers and retailers (Patrick, 2010). Food For People has 17 food 

pantries throughout the county that serve low-income residents, providing healthy food 

options as well as education on healthy diets and cooking (Patrick, 2010). Community 

Alliance with Family Farmers is a non-profit organization that is also working to 

strengthen the agricultural landscape (CAFF, 2010). They provide farmers with 

distribution outlets, storage, and local market collaboration (Patrick, 2010). CAFF 

organizes a program called ‘Farm to Institution’ connecting farmers to large volume 

buyers such as schools, hospitals, and large stores to increase local revenue and market 

opportunities (Community Alliance with Family Farmers, 2010). Institutions such as 

Humboldt State University, Mad River Community Hospital, and Arcata School District 
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purchase directly from farmers stemming from the ‘Farm to Institution’ program (Patrick, 

2010). These programs heighten local farm income, strengthen community health, and 

keep local farms in production serving the community.  

Local food marketing is another facet that makes the foodshed more sustainable. 

In Humboldt there are several direct marketing programs such as farmers markets, 

community supported agriculture (CSA), agro-tourism, seasonal roadside food stands, 

and onsite farm sales. Organizations are also marketing local foods and products through 

campaigns such as ‘Buy Fresh Buy Local’ by CAFF, ‘Made in Humboldt’ by a Division 

of Humboldt County, and the Humboldt County Independent Business Alliance 

(HumIBA) (Stubblefield et al., 2010). These campaigns increase local food and product 

recognition locally and throughout the state, by increasing revenue and pride by 

supporting products grown and made in the county. DeWeerdt  (2009) showed that 

campaigns like these can increase local farm and business revenue while strengthening 

community health and economy. Her study, conducted in Washington state, showed if 

consumers shifted purchasing to locally grown products by 20%, an extra billion dollars 

would be added annually to the local economy (DeWeerdt, 2009). Through the ‘Farm to 

Institution’ program sales from farmers to schools have averaged $20,000 annually 

(Patrick, 2010).  Additional collaborations such as these could add more money to the 

local economy, and bring more fresh food to the residents of the region.  

 

Socioeconomic Demographics of Humboldt County 
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 There are approximately 35.4 people per square mile in the county, with a total of 

2.3 million acres of land in the county (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000). Since the 2008 

recession there has been a large job decline in the region, and the unemployment rate of 

2009 was at 12% in the month of March (Employment development Department of 

California, 2009). As of December 2010, the unemployment rate was 11.3% 

(Employment Development Department of California, 2010).  Humboldt County ranks 

23rd out of 58 counties in California in poverty and 28th for child poverty (U.S. Census 

Bureau, 2010).  In 2008 19.8% of the population was living below the federal poverty 

line, whereas the average for California was 13.3% (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010). One in 

six Californian’s are food insecure or at serious risk of being hungry (Ecotrust, 2005). 

The populations in Humboldt that have the highest percentage of residents living below 

the poverty level are the following ethnicity; White, Latino, African American, and 

American Indian populations (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000).  Low-income communities are 

usually hit the hardest when it comes to food security and health disparities (USDA, 

2009).      

In 2008 19.8% of the population in Humboldt County lived at or below the 

poverty level, 12% were families, which is approximately 3,650 families (Stubblefield et 

al., 2010). The family structure that suffers the most in regard to poverty is single 

mothers with children below the age of five (Stubblefield et al., 2010). According to the 

2000 Census data there were 833 single mothers with children family structures, and 61% 

of them living at or below the poverty level (U.S. Census, 2000). The 2008 Census 

estimates concluded that 57% of the single mother with children family structure lived 
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below the poverty level (Stubblefield, 2010). That is more than half with income 

disparities and possible food security issues. Health disparities among population groups 

are related to inequalities in socioeconomic status, disparities in income are exacerbated 

by unequal access to healthy food (Morland et al, 2002). Groups that are of most concern 

in relation to food security are children under the age of 18 living in poverty (Morland et 

al, 2002). The American Community Survey 2006-2008 estimates 20% of children below 

the age of 18 in Humboldt County are living in poverty, and 22% of children under the 

age of 5 are living in poverty (American Community Survey, 2008).   Table 3 shows the 

percentages of poverty for all of Humboldt County’s ethnic populations based on data 

from the 2000 Census data.  

 

Table 3: Percent of Population Below the Federal Poverty Level in Race/Ethnicity 

Race/ 
Ethnicity 

Total Population with Poverty Status 
Estimated in Humboldt County 

Total Persons below 
Poverty Level in Humboldt 
County 

Percent of 
Population below 
Poverty Level in 
Humboldt County 

White 104,541 18,021 17.2 
Black/African 
American 

798 393 49.2 

American 
Indian / 
Alaska Native 

6,931 2,147 31.0 

Asian, Native 
Hawaiian, and 
Other Pacific 
Islander 

1,972 772 39.1 

Other Race 2,940 941 32.0 
Multiracial 5,985 1,785 29.8 
Hispanic/ 
Latino 

7,486 24,059 19.5 

Total: 123,167 24,059 19.5 
Source: California Center For Rural Policy. Data from U.S. Census Bureau 2000 Summary File 3.  
*The Federal Poverty Level in 2000 was $16,895 (two adults and two children) 
 
 
Food Assistance Programs Serving the County 
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 Federal and local food assistance programs help to alleviate food insecurity for 

community members by providing federal dollars or local food resources for low-income 

residents. Federal programs such Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), 

also known as the food stamp program, and the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program 

for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) nationally serve over 55% of food insecure 

households (Nord, 2009). The Food Stamp program served 39 million people in 2010 in 

the United States, who were considered to be living under the federal poverty level of 

130% (USDA SNAP, 2010). Humboldt County reported 12,000 individuals receiving 

food stamps as of February 2010, with nearly 50% being children under the age of 18 

(Humboldt County Department of Health and Human Services, 2010). The California 

Food Policy Advocates estimate that if all eligible candidates for food stamps 

participated, the county would receive and additional $28,233,265 federal funds for food 

assistance (California Food Policy Advocates, 2010). The WIC program provides 

mothers and infants federal funds for food, health care, and nutritional services (USDA 

WIC, 2010). The program serves 45% of all infants born in the United States (USDA 

WIC, 2010). In Humboldt the WIC program served 3,866 women with infants as of April 

2010 (Humboldt County Department of Health and Human Services, 2010).   

Another federal food assistance program is the Farmers’ Market Nutrition 

Program (FMNP), which provides low-income residents with $20 coupons to be used at 

the farmers’ markets that are participating in EBT and WIC services at the markets 

(USDA FMNP, 2010). This is a fairly new program in California and runs from May to 

November, allocating coupons to qualified WIC and Senior recipients (USDA FMNP, 
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2010).  It is estimated this program could potentially bring $20,000 of revenue to local 

farmers at the farmers’ markets if all WIC and senior participants used the coupons 

(Stubbelfield et al. 2010).  The National School Lunch Program (NSLP) provides lunches 

for free or a low cost to qualifying students (USDA NSLP, 2010). The program served 30 

million students as of 2008 and 101,000 non-profit private, public, and residential school 

programs (USDA NSLP, 2010). In Humboldt County 7,536 students qualified for the 

program in fall of 2009, and out of those who qualified 68% participated in the program 

(California Department of Education Free and Reduced Lunch Meal Claims, 2010). As a 

county we have low enrollment in this program compared to the state, Humboldt ranks 

56th out of 58 counties participating in the NFLP with 5,566 students participating in 

2010 (California Food Policy Advocates, 2010).  The California Food Policy Advocates 

estimate that if all students who qualified for the program utilized the benefits an 

additional $1,726,972 of federal meal reimbursement would be obtained for the county 

(California Food Policy Advocates, 2010).  

The School Breakfast Program (SPB) is similar to the NSLP and offers breakfast 

for eligible students (USDA, 2010). In 2010 there were 2,678 students in Humboldt 

served by the program, and if all eligible students participated in the program an 

additional $692,182 federal funds would be obtained by the county (California Food 

Policy Advocates, 2010). The USDA also administers a Summer Food Service Program, 

which is locally supported by Food For People, Tribal Government, Humboldt State 

University, and College of the Redwoods servicing children’s clubs over the summer 

with food items (Stubblefield et al., 2010).  The USDA also services food assistance to 
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Indian Tribal organizations, called Food Distribution Program on Indian Reservations 

(FDPIR) (USDA FDPIR, 2010).  There were 86,622 participants nationally in 2007 

(USDA FDPIR, 2010). In Humboldt County there are roughly 281 homes served by the 

program administered through the Yurok and Hoopa tribes (Stubblefield et al., 2010).  

  Local food assistance programs are organized by Food For People, who serves 

low-income individuals and families throughout the county with food assistance and 

meals. There are 17 food pantries located in the county that serve 10,000 to 12,000 

people a month and 400 children a day in an after school care program (Food for People, 

2009).  Programs like this support disadvantage and poverty stricken individuals and 

families by educating them on family health, diets and cooking.  

Financial disparities and inadequate access to fresh and healthy food can lead to 

health and dietary issues (Andersen, 1990). The California Food Policy Council 

Advocates found there were 8,000 residents of the county in food insecure households 

and 6,000 residents with Type II diabetes, usually a direct result of diet and poor eating 

habits (California Food Policy Council, 2010). The study also found that 58.5% of adults 

were overweight in Humboldt County, and 24.8% of children were overweight for their 

age in 2010 (California Food Policy Advocates, 2010). With 19.8% of the Humboldt 

County population living in poverty as of 2010, and 24,794 residents below the federal 

poverty level and eligible for food assistance programs in the region (California Food 

Policy Advocates, 2010), there are indications of inadequate healthy food access for 

marginalized communities which may be leading to dietary issues.  

 
Food Access and Security in Remote Rural Communities 
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In 2009 the California Center for Rural Policy conducted a study exploring food 

access and security in the rural communities of Humboldt, Trinity, and Del Norte 

counties.  The study interviewed 17 key informants from the counties asking questions 

pertaining to community access to healthy food, obstacles to accessing food, and whether 

or not food access in rural communities was different than urban communities (Steinberg 

et al., 2009). The majority of the respondents agreed that access was limited, and the 

largest obstacles to acquiring fresh and healthy foods were economic and transportation 

disparities (Steinberg et al., 2009). Other obstacles respondents shared in relation to food 

security were lack of available fresh and healthy food items at stores and lack of 

educational resources for healthy diets (Steinberg et al., 2009). The link between poverty 

and food security is a common thread for marginalized communities.  

Another common response in the study was food access differing by geographical 

areas and urban versus rural (Steinberg et al., 2009). All respondents except one agreed 

that healthy food access was different for rural communities than urban. One respondent 

brought to light the example of Mattole Valley, Orick, and Hoopa stating, “If you look in 

those grocery stores and see what’s available it’s pretty scary. The selection of fresh 

fruits and vegetables is pretty low and is really concerning. There is a lot of processed 

food. But in those three places I mentioned, they have the climate and the soil to grow 

their own fruits and vegetables. But having access to land is a question,” (Steinberg et al., 

2009).  This response from the study directly points to unequal access for marginalized 

communities in the geographically challenged locations such as Hoopa, Orick, and the 
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Mattole Valley. Other interesting findings that arose from the study were the need for 

more health education, cooking classes, more fruits and vegetables in the schools, more 

community gardens so residents can grow their own, more cooperatives, more local 

produce in stores, and more local produce in restaurants (Steinberg et al., 2009). The 

most common theme that surfaced in the study was the obstacle of finances in regard to 

food access and security (Steinberg et al., 2009).  This study mirrors the need to look at 

our current agricultural resources and geographic food access locations to determine 

which communities are in need and could be possible food deserts. Determining specific 

regions of the county to be secure or not could help bring in more alternative markets and 

more infrastructures to better serve the communities and their health.  

 
 
Significant Findings from the Community Food Assessment 

The Humboldt County Community Food Assessment was conducted over a six-

month period in 2010 by the California Center for Rural Policy. The assessment 

identified a number of strengths, needs and recommendations for the county pertaining to 

local food production, food security, and community health (Stubbelfield et al., 2010). 

Some of the significant findings that pertain to this study are identified below: 

Strengths: 

• Local food production, marketing, and farming are robust throughout the county. 
• Supporting local food production can sustain farm incomes and local economic 

growth. 
• Strong federal food assistance programs and local food pantries support county 

residents and families. 
• Almost 50% of Humboldt County Schools K-12 have school gardens.  
• Local agricultural producers have interest in expanding local food distribution 

and processing.  
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Needs: 
 

• Development of more food stores offering fresh and healthy food options. 
• Better access to transportation to for the public to access food stores. 
• Healthy food items and local fresh produce are not available at all food stores. 
• More fresh food items are needed, especially for geographically isolated regions 

of the county. 
• Women and children are affected most heavily in the region by food insecurity 

and poverty; more food assistance programs are needed for mothers and children. 
• Food waste is a significant portion of Humboldt’s waste stream; a food waste 

recycling and compost program is needed.  
• Purchasing policies need not be restricted, to allow more farmers to sell to 

institutions. 
• More food processing facilities are needed for local food producers. 

 
 

These are some of the findings from the Humboldt County Community Food 

Assessment, that directly link the need to identify which regions of the county are food 

insecure and lack quality food access resources.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
 
What is a Foodshed? 
 

A foodshed represents the land resource that supports food production for a given 

geographic region or community (Getz, 1991). The term “Foodshed” was coined in 1929 

by Walter Hedden a researcher with the Agriculture Department, who was prompted by 

the threat of a rail road strike and its potentially ruinous impact on the food economy of 

New York City to explore the flow of how food actually gets to urban areas (Hedden, 

1929). Walter Hedden drew the concept of a foodshed to be similar to the watershed 

model, and described it as the ‘dikes and dams’ guiding the flow of food from the 

producer to the consumer (Peters, 2008). Hedden addresses this concept first in his book 

called How Great Cities are Fed, by introducing the economic components that influence 

food production, transportation, and consumption (Hedden, 1929). The foodshed 

represents tributary resources that converge at the end point, and nourishes the region by 

providing healthy nutritious produce, meats, and dairy (Hedden, 1929).  

The concept of a foodshed has also been used to identify a framework for 

producers and consumers to be directly connected through an alternative food system that 

is localized and place based (Peters, 2008). The term re-emerged in 1991 when 

permaculturist Arthur Getz published an article in Permaculture Activist describing 

foodsheds as a concept for food grown as close to home as possible, and that this should 

be looked at systematically (Peters, 2008). Kloppenburg et al. (1996) identify foodsheds 

as a bioregional alternative system that reduces the negative social and environmental 
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impacts of agriculture (Kloppenburg et al., 1996). Like any natural system, a foodshed is 

vulnerable to impacts and barriers and can be shaped by society, economics, technology, 

transportation and distribution methods.  

The Food System Model 
 

Around the country scholars, researchers, farmers, consumers and planners are 

assessing food systems to see what makes them successful and ways to improve the food 

production and access framework. The city of San Francisco has collaborated on multiple 

food system assessments, and the San Francisco Food Alliance has found four core 

components to a food system model that enable production and community integration in 

the Bay Area (San Francisco Food Alliance, 2005). The components are: Agricultural 

production; food processing; distribution; retail & consumption; waste and recycling (San 

Francisco Food Alliance, 2005). Food production refers to the cultivation of plants and 

animals, it also includes agricultural technology such as pest control, crop rotation, 

irrigation, and when food is processed into niche items such as wine or jelly. Food 

distribution is the collective workings of people and companies storing and transporting 

food to the market. 

 
Food Access  
 

Food access is based on a variety of variables that affect a consumer’s ability to 

access affordable and healthy food resources. Attaining an adequate diet depends on 

individuals or families ability to access food stores that have healthy and affordable food. 

The San Francisco Food Alliance bases food access around three variables Accessibility, 
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Affordability, and Availability (San Francisco Food Alliance, 2005). Accessibility refers 

to ones ability to access a food store within a reasonable distance from home, work, or 

school proximity (San Francisco Food Alliance, 2005).  Research has shown that barriers 

such as lack of grocery stores or low-income neighborhoods have a larger challenge 

sustaining an adequate diet, due to lack of food access infrastructure (San Francisco Food 

Alliance, 2005). Affordability refers to fresh food items such as produce, meat, dairy, and 

grains being affordable by all income levels (San Francisco Food Alliance, 2005). 

Availability refers to a variety of fresh food items within a communities grocery stores 

being available year round, within agriculture seasonality (San Francisco Food Alliance, 

2005). Affordability and availability look at the price, the quality, freshness, and variety 

of food items in different food stores.   

Supermarkets tend to offer a large sampling of different fresh food resources, 

usually at the lowest prices for consumers compared to small independent markets and 

convenience stores. Smaller grocery stores and convenience store usually sell fresh food 

items at prices that are 10 percent more than large supermarkets or chain grocery stores 

(USDA, 1997).  This usually impacts low income neighborhoods who have limited 

access to food retail stores, and shop at smaller food retail stores with higher prices, less 

quality foods, which in turn leads to health problems (USDA, 1997).   

A study conducted by Mantovani et al. (1997) revealed characteristics of services 

at food retail stores that affect food access by looking at 2,400 stores who were 

authorized Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) retailers. The study 

focused on product availability in relation to poverty concentration populations 
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(Mantovani, 1997). Neighborhoods with high poverty rates had less fresh food such as 

produce and seafood, whereas areas with less poverty had a higher variety of fresh 

produce and proteins (Mantovani, 1997).  This leads to the conclusion that larger grocery 

stores in more affluent neighborhoods have lower prices and more fresh food variety.  

In 2005 the Ecotrust and Roots of Change non-profit organizations conducted a 

study investigating food access in California. The study defined food access as 

encompassing three basic principles, “1) that an eater has physical access to food; 2) that 

this food be nutritious; 3) that the food is affordable to purchase or grow” (Hatfield, 

2005).  The study states that food access is not a measure of hunger, but a measure of 

communities having adequate access to healthy nutritious affordable foods through 

grocery stores or local alternative markets, such as farmers’ markets and other alternative 

markets (Hatfield, 2005).  The study states, “both hunger and poor nutrition have been 

clearly linked to limited physical access to fresh, affordable food” (Hatfield, 2005).  

Studies measuring food access in California have found counties and regions of counties 

to be food insecure or “food deserts”, meaning the area was devoid of grocery stores with 

fresh and healthy food options. A study focused on an urban area found a low-income 

neighborhood having one grocery store and serving 27,986 eaters (Hatfield, 2005).  

While there are more people in urban areas of California, studies have shown food 

access is a critical issue in rural California due to the lack of food store options, sparse 

locations, and a lack of public transportation creating obstacle to access healthy food 

(Hatfield, 2005).  The Ecotrust study defines food access as a resident or community 

member having access to a full-service grocery store, meaning fresh foods available year 
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round (Hatfield, 2005). The study defines food pantries, farmer’s markets, seasonal fruit 

stands, and community gardens as a resource for both rural and urban communities to 

strengthen access to healthy fresh food (Hatfield, 2005).   

Food Desert   

The USDA and the 2008 Farm Bill define a food desert as “an area in the United 

States with limited access to affordable and nutritious food, particularly such an area 

composed of predominately lower income neighborhoods and communities” (Title VI, 

Sec.7527) (USDA, 2008). Morton et al. state there is no universally accepted definition 

of ‘Food Deserts’ (Morton et al., 2007). Food deserts “have been classified as counties in 

which residents have low food access to large food retailers, that is live more than 10 

miles from any large supermarkets or supercenters” (Morton et al., 2007). Food deserts 

are phenomena that originally resulted out of poor urban areas when supermarket chains 

‘redline’ or abandon an area in favor of relocating the grocery store to a more affluent 

neighborhood (Mamen, 2004). This phenomenon now no longer only affects urban areas, 

as it has been proven to exist in rural communities, which lack economic wealth and large 

population centers, leading to fewer full-service grocery store infrastructure for 

marginalized communities (Mamen, 2004).  

 Morton et al. (2007) state the first way to approach understanding and defining a 

food desert is by looking at access, the degree to how close people live to large grocery 

stores and supermarkets. Some food desert characteristics are larger populations of 

people without high school degree or GED; higher individual and family poverty rates; 

lower median family income; greater percentages of residents living in sparsely 
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populated areas outside of the cities; larger tracts of older/elderly residents; and higher 

number of small grocers and convenience stores per capita (Morton et al., 2007). Studies 

have shown that communities, which are more affluent with higher incomes, tend to have 

two to three times more full-service quality grocery stores, than the communities of color 

and low socio-economic status (Mamen, 2004). These are a few indicators from the 

literature that allude to possible characteristics of food deserts for a urban/rural region or 

a county.  

Food deserts affect community and individual health by limiting fresh and healthy 

food options, and in return only selling processed, fast food, and seemingly affordable 

junk food at locations such as convenience stores, liquor stores, and gas stations 

(Morland et al., 2002). This phenomena is know as the ‘fast food effect’, large mega 

stores are located on the edge of towns, far from the poorer communities who usually 

lack vehicle access, leaving them food insecure and usually patronizing fast food, or 

processed foods at convenience stores at marked up prices (Mamen, 2004). Heavy 

reliance on processed food and fast food consumption leaves children and adults relying 

on an inadequate nutrition source and usually health problems later in life.  

 

Federal Food Desert Research 

 There is no legislation or policies at the moment that address communities that 

could be labeled food deserts. In 2008 Congress solicited USDA to research the problem 

of food security and food access for a one-year study (USDA, 2009). The study was a 

mixed method approach of interviews, surveys, and GIS analysis with a diverse arena of 
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experts analyzing food retailers, food and grocery store access, and population 

demographics that affect food security (USDA, 2009). Findings from the USDA 2009 

study Access to Affordable and Nutritious Food: Measuring and Understanding Food 

Deserts and Their Consequences are below:   

• Food is a tool for community development, and an increase in civic activities 
around food can increase community health and wellness. 

• Access to large discount grocery stores or supermarkets is not equal for all 
populations. Rural communities have less access than urban communities with 
more food store infrastructure. 

• Larger grocery stores have more affordable items, than small grocery stores. 
• Low-income populations shop at stores with lower prices, that usually lack quality 

fresh healthy food items, which may be an indicator for the rise in obesity in low 
income families. 

• Income level and spatial location are factors that affect food security. 
• It is important to understand market conditions that can affect differences in food 

access for future policies.  
• More research is needed to determine if limited food access constitutes poor 

health and possible food desert classification. 
 

This study aligns with the conclusion that food access is an issue that most 

directly affects low-income populations and households. The study also recommends 

more research is needed in food access sustainability for populations to be healthier 

and food secure.  

 
Area Based Measures to Food Retail Stores 
 

Most households and individuals access food retail stores through private vehicle 

access, walking, biking, or public transportation. The United States Department of 

Agriculture rates food access in two categories for Rural and Urban communities within 

walking and driving distance area based measures (USDA, 2009). “Area based measures 

are important because characteristics of the areas where people live, work, or travel may 
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affect access to healthy affordable food, which may affect diet and health”, (USDA, 

2009).  The USDA 2009 study Access to Affordable and Nutritious Food: Measuring and 

Understanding Food Deserts and Their Consequences, uses grocery stores, supermarkets, 

and convenience stores to measure food access in urban and rural areas throughout the 

United States (USDA, 2009). Looking at different store types geographical locations in 

comparison to population density, environmental influences, and socio-economic 

demographics helps to reveal communities food access (USDA, 2009).  Larger chain 

grocery stores and supermarkets have been known to be more affordable. An Economic 

Research Services (ERS) study shows large grocery retails have on average prices that 

are 10 percent lower than small grocery stores (USDA, 2009). Another study also 

claimed that larger full service grocery stores tend to have lower prices by about 10% 

than convenience stores and small independent stores, which are primarily the food 

access location in both urban and rural areas (Hatfield, 2005).  

In the USDA 2009 Food Access study the methodology used for distance 

measures were walk-able and drivable distances for both urban and rural communities. 

High food access within the walk-able measure is half a mile from a geographical unit to 

the grocery store; medium food access is between half a mile and one mile; low food 

access is over one mile (USDA, 2009). In the drive-able distance measure high food 

access is within ten miles from a geographical unit to a food retailer, medium access is 

within ten to twenty miles, and low food access is more than twenty miles (USDA, 2009). 

Using these distance measures from home, work, or school help to calculate areas that 
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lack adequate access to food, and areas that could be considered food insecure or possible 

food deserts.   

The Ecotrust and Roots of Change Council’s food access study found that of the 

34 million Californian eaters 77.5% live within one mile of a full-service grocery store, 

49.9% live within ½ a mile, and 22.5% live more than one mile from a grocery store 

(Hatfield, 2005). For rural regions specifically the population of Californians who are 

living in a rural county in the year 2000 was 2,130,280 eaters (Hatfield, 2005). For the 

rural population of California nearly 60% live more than 3 miles away from full service 

grocery stores, and only 9% live within one mile of full service grocery stores (Hatfield, 

2005). These findings highlight even greater food access issues for rural communities, 

noting that non-metro counties in California lack adequate full service grocery store 

access and infrastructure. Another variable the Ecotrust study used to determine food 

access was vehicle access for rural residents. In 2000 there were 28,507 rural California 

residents without vehicles, and 62.3% of these residents were living more than 3 miles 

away from a full-service grocery store (Hatfield, 2005).  Having limited or no access to a 

vehicle is one of the many barriers to food access for both rural and urban residents. The 

Ecotrust study identifies that rural communities in California are limited to food access 

and have greater food security issues, the study recommends mapping counties and 

regions to identify actual food access resources for better analysis of access issues and 

solutions for rural communities (Hatfield, 2005).  
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Barriers Affecting Food Access 

Food justice and public policy organizations around the country are researching 

current barriers to food access for both rural and urban environments, by working to 

strengthen policies to widen food access for people of low socio-economic status. When 

examining disparities to food access, residents of lower income and minority 

neighborhoods face many barriers when it comes to accessing fresh and healthy foods. 

Residents who live in areas where there are a lack of food retail options are usually 

transit-dependent. Traveling outside the area to access food is a common barrier for low-

income populations (Valliantos et al, 2002). Studies illustrate neighborhoods of low 

income, minority, and immigrant residents have a significantly lower number per capita 

of full service food retail markets than higher income neighborhoods (Valliantos et al., 

2002). Chain grocery stores and full service grocery stores are four times more likely to 

reside in white neighborhoods with higher income levels, than in minority neighborhoods 

with lower income levels (Hatfield, 2005).  

A study conducted in Maryland, Minnesota, Mississippi, and North Carolina 

analyzed 216 neighborhoods and found that there were four times as many supermarkets 

in neighborhoods with Caucasian residents compared to predominately black 

neighborhoods (Shaffer, 2002). It seems to be a common trend across the United States 

for lower income communities to have smaller food retail stores, with less selection, 

lower quality of food, and limited fresh produce selection (Morton et al., 2007). 

Sometimes a convenience store is the only option for food usually consisting of 

processed food items, and no fresh food options. Food retail stores with more variety are 
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near more affluent neighborhoods which have food options that cost more than the food 

retail stores in middle to low income neighborhoods (Shaffer, 2002).  

A common barrier to healthy food options for low-income communities is the 

price difference between health food and conventional foods (Furey et al., 2001). 

Research is addressing the fact that fresh and healthy food options being organic or local 

are often more expensive than conventional food options. This makes it more difficult for 

low-income populations to have a healthy diet that contains fresh food items (Furey et al., 

2001). The result is that low socio-economic groups are getting insufficient caloric 

intake, causing more obesity, whereas, in general, higher income groups have access to 

healthier foods and have a more balanced diet and better health (Mortland et al., 2002). 

Mortland et al., also found that low-income groups view foods such as fish, fresh in-

season produce, and organic food products as expensive calories and luxury items when 

shopping (Mortland, 2002). Economic factors such as poverty, lack of transportation 

options, lack of food and health education, and poor eating habits also impact what 

individuals eat (Morton, 2007).  

Another common barrier to food access is vehicle access or public transportation 

options for low-income populations. Households that are considered low income or food 

insecure are seven times more likely to be a residence without a vehicle (Murakami and 

Young, 1997). In 1996 the USDA conducted a survey to food stamp recipients, and found 

that half of the U.S. households have access to a vehicle (Morton et al, 2002). If residents 

have no access to a personal vehicle for food shopping they must be in walking distance, 

must rely on public transportation, or other people with a vehicle (Morton et al., 2002) 
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These vehicle access issues all heavily impact ones ability to access fresh and healthy 

food. In small towns or rural counties there are a smaller number of food stores so 

without transportation food insecurity tends to be high (Morton et al., 2007:2).  

The USDA studies have shown the most prominent factors that affect food 

security and access are income, vehicle access, elderly populations, and ethnicity being 

non-white communities lacking food retail options with healthy food access (USDA, 

2009). Other conditions that affect the food system and access to food are cultural, 

political, natural, and economic systems (San Francisco Food Alliance, 2009). Different 

cultures and environments have diverse needs within the food system, and when access to 

culturally appropriate foods is denied, a community can be even more food insecure. A 

political system can govern types of food stores or infrastructure to food retail, which can 

also affect food security for a community (San Francisco Food Alliance, 2005).  Natural 

systems include ecosystems, physical, or biological, which can also influence and affect 

the foodshed and the production of local food commodities (San Francisco Food 

Alliance, 2005). Understanding the different circumstances that can affect the food 

system is essential to measuring food access for a region or a county.  

 

Defining Food Security & Insecurity 
 

The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) and Health and Human 

Services defined food security in the United States in order to measure and monitor 

household food insecurity. The USDA defines food security as “Access by all people at 

all times to enough food for an active, healthy life (USDA, 2009). Food security includes 
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at a minimum the ready availability of nutritionally adequate and safe foods and an 

assured ability to acquire acceptable foods in a socially acceptable way” (Andersen, 

1990). Hunger is defined as “the uneasy or painful sensation caused by a lack of food, 

and the recurrent and involuntary lack of access to food” (USDA, 2010). Food insecurity 

is “limited or uncertain availability of nutritionally adequate and safe foods or limited or 

uncertain ability to acquire acceptable foods in socially acceptable ways” (Andersen, 

1990). 

Over 30 million U.S. residents (10.5 % of the population) faced food insecurity in 

the year 2000 (Nord, 2002). In order to measure food security for households in the 

United States the USDA has assigned a new labeling system classifying residences based 

on low or high food security or insecurity. High food security labeled by the USDA is 

“No reported indications of food access problems or limitations” marginal food security 

labeled by the USDA is “One or two reported indications –typically of anxiety over food 

sufficiency or shortage of food in the house; Little or no indication of changes in diets or 

food intake” (USDA, 2010). Food Insecurity is labeled as ‘Low food security’ or ‘Very 

low food security’ in order to classify households. “Low food security are reports of 

reduced quality, variety, or desirability of diet. Little or no indication of reduced food 

intake” (USDA, 2010). Whereas “Very low food security reports multiple indications of 

disrupted eating patterns and reduced food intake” (USDA, 2010). Labeling is 

determined by interviewing households with a series of questions that determine the 

houses food security level. Each year the Current Population Survey (CPS) surveys 

50,000 households who receive federal food assistance funds to determine food security 
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related statistics (USDA, 2010). At present the USDA does not have a method to measure 

hunger, but use the food security surveys and new labeling classification to determine 

food security statistics.  

 

Myths About Food Security and Hunger 

According to the Food First: Institute for Food and Development Policy there are 

many myths that further food insecurity and hunger in the United States and globally in 

third world countries. Among one of the most well known myths is scarcity, which is 

there is not enough food to go around (Poole Kavana, 2006).  Food First has researched 

that there is enough food to go around. “Enough food is available to provide at least 4.3 

pounds of food per person a day worldwide; two and a half pounds of grain, beans and 

nuts, about a pound of fruits and vegetables, and nearly another pound of meat, milk, and 

eggs” (Poole-Kavana, 2006). This is obviously more food than one person would require 

or utilize for one day, but would amount to over 3,200 calories which is the average 

calorie consumption for an adult diet (Poole-Kavana, 2006). The issue of scarcity may 

not hold true, but the problem is the availability of these food items for lower socio-

economic communities and countries. Another popular myth surrounding food security 

and hunger is population, that there are too many people to feed on the planet (Poole-

Kavana, 2006). Food First reports that birth rates are dropping promptly worldwide, 

showing that population density cannot explain world hunger (Poole-Havana, 2006). The 

organization identifies that hunger stems from underlying inequities that deprive people 
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of economic opportunity and security, usually women in low-income communities or 

third world countries (Poole-Kavana, 2006).   

Other popular myths pertain to sustainable agriculture, the green revolution, and 

whether or not the organic sector of agriculture can feed the world (Lappe et al., 1998).  

A study done by the University of Michigan in 2007 sought to answer the question if 

organic agriculture could feed the world. Michigan researchers compared 91 studies of 

conventional agriculture to alternative agriculture (organic), and found that organic 

agriculture could provide as much food as the global food production market offers 

currently, while estimating an increase in production of up to 50% (Chappell, 2007).  The 

Michigan study shows that alternative organic agriculture can support a large population, 

while pointing out that the issue of hunger does not stem from a lack of food, but access 

for the poverty stricken (Chappell, 2007). Another myth that Food First identifies 

pertaining to food security is the need for large industrial farms, to produce food for the 

hungry and our overpopulation (Poole-Haven, 2006). The organization reports that most 

large farms barely utilize land holdings to their maximum capacity for growing food, and 

most large farms land is kept idle(Poole-Haven, 2006). They recommend a shift in land 

ownership, redistributing the land into smaller farms used more efficiently (Poole-

Kavana, 2006). A study done by the World Bank in Northeast Brazil reported land 

holdings which were redistributed into smaller holdings, and  agricultural outputs were  

raised by 80% (Lappe, 1998).  
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Local Food Identity 
 

Local food access is the ability of people to access food that is locally grown, 

given a certain radius of miles from where it was produced and then transported for 

consumption (Kloppenburg, 1996). Kloppenburg et al. emphasize a local foodshed 

should imply alternative agriculture that does take part in the global agricultural industry. 

The foodshed should be designed to mirror the local “plant community, soil types, 

ethnicities, cultural traditions, and culinary patterns” of the region (Kloppenburg, 1996). 

The concept of local food brings a visualization of the food being produced in the same 

region as the consumer. For example in a 2008 survey done by the Hartman group, they 

asked US consumers what defined “local” food. Most respondents replied that “local” 

food was produced within 100 miles or within their home state (Hartman Group, 2008). 

This gives food a geographic identity along with the political and social identity referring 

to the foods point of origin.  

Other identities that are associated with local food are ecological, economic, and 

social. Peters et al. (2008) describe how local foods are more environmentally friendly. 

This idea stems from the fact that such food is produced, sold, and consumed in close 

physical proximity. Haliwell (2002), of the World Watch Institute, states that local food 

production and consumption requires less transportation and therefore reduces energy 

consumption and green house gas emissions. He also showed the relationship forged 

between the farmer and consumer, and how that relationship can build economic viability 

for the local farms and the community (Haliwell, 2002). Many believe local food tastes 

better and may be more nutritious than food produced using biotechnology and developed 
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specifically to endure long journeys across the globe (Kloppenburg, 1996). These 

identities associated with local food build the basis for conscious consumption, and 

greater public control over the food system.  

 
Foodshed Health & Nutrition  
 

Millions of Americans have a difficult time accessing fresh and nutritious foods, 

especially those from households of lower socio-economic status. Grave consumption of 

fast food and processed foods are exacerbating into health issues such as diabetes, heart 

disease, strokes, certain cancers, high blood pressure, and obesity (Mamen, 2004). 

Currently in our country rates of diabetes, obesity, and high cholesterol are on the rise, 

and this is in part due to inadequate access to healthy and nutritious food options 

(Barstow, 2002). Obesity is currently the second leading cause of death in the United 

States, killing approximately 300,000 people annually (Barstow, 2002). A survey 

conducted in California in 2004 found that nearly one-third of children were overweight 

or at risk of being overweight, and that minority communities such as Latino, African 

American, and Asian were more at risk to obesity and poor nutrition (Mamen, 2004).   

Local food systems increase community health, and also stimulate local 

economies (Salatin, 2007). In Humboldt County, the local foodshed produces a 

sustainable bounty for a healthy food system; fruits, vegetables, grains, meats, and dairy, 

all foundations of a healthy diet (Stubblefield et. al., 2010). The average consumer is 

buying commercial agri-business products, usually packaged or non-fresh food items that 

are processed with lower prices and depleted nutritional value (Barstow, 2002). A local 
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food system allows consumers to access food at its peak consumption time, when it is 

most nutritious, and ripe, not frozen with ingredients added to it to lengthen its shelf life 

(Freidland, 1996). By reclaiming food rights and access to food, people are reclaiming 

their health and the health of children for future generations (Salatin, 2007).  

 

Benefits of a Local Food System 
 

The global food market is dominating the food industry, but local food systems 

and movements are gaining attention across the United States for many good reasons 

(Barstow, 2002). There are numerous benefits to local foodsheds as Barstow (2002), 

points out. Some of these benefits are reducing transportation needs. A local foodshed 

utilizes food grown within the 100-mile radius, regional, and/or state boundaries 

(Barstow, 2002). Lessening transportation decreases food miles, and the amount of 

emissions and green house gases entering the atmosphere. Improving nutrition and 

health, is another benefit that a local foodshed provides by accessing fresh diverse 

produce throughout the year. Food safety is not a big issue when food is grown locally, 

and organic. In the global market outbreaks of e-coli and salmonella have created a new 

demand for food safety measures. Unlike the global market, a local foodshed allows 

access, transparency, and greater accountability. Local food systems recycle waste and 

utilize more environmentally sensitive practices than commercialized farming practices 

(Barstow, 2002). A local food system also enhances the local economy (Salatin, 2007). 

Keeping local dollars within the community strengthens and helps to keep small local 

farms and businesses in operation, decreasing opportunities for corporations to enter in 
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(Salatin, 2007). A local food system puts people in contact with where and how their 

food is grown, enhancing consumers understanding of farming and appreciation of 

healthy fresh food (Salatin, 2007).  

 

Transportation of Food 
 

Importing food over long distances is detrimental to the environment releasing 

carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide and other pollutants that stress the environment (Barstow, 

2002). In a global foodshed, products travel many miles before reaching the consumer. 

Local and regional food systems produce seventeen times less carbon dioxide then 

traditional long distance food systems (Duggan, 2008). The distance that food has to 

travel is one large impact, but another is the refrigeration that is necessary to preserve 

food during its journey to the kitchen table (Barstow, 2002). Producing and purchasing 

local food can diminish the individual carbon footprints (Dugan, 2008). Traditional food 

systems or long distance food systems travel between 1000 to 2000 miles and pass 

through 13 pairs of hands on average before they reach the consumer (Mamen et al, 

2004).  

The American Farm Trust also estimates that food travels on average 1,500 miles 

before reaching the plate. This travel translates to extensive fuel cost, and more air 

pollution. Efficiencies in shipping and processing have increased the use of long distance 

transporting of food, and aiding the global market (Haliwell, 2002). Because of fuel costs 

and the transporting of food, prices have been affected as well. “Global food prices, in 

real terms, have increased by an average of 15% annually between 2006 and 2008, 
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relative to a modest rate of 1.3% between 2000 and 2005” (Peters, 2008). Imported foods 

consume four times the amount of energy and greenhouse gases emitted, than food that is 

produced locally (Haliwell, 2002). One million barrels of oil could be conserved per 

week if each U.S. citizen ate one meal per week made from local, organically grown 

produce (American Farmland Trust, 2008). Our food is costing us more in both price, and 

environmental impacts, which in turn affects population health. Fewer food miles 

translate to a reduction in energy use, decreasing impacts on the environment and our 

natural resources.  

 
Food Sovereignty 
 

Many food activists consider access to healthy food a basic human right, and 

insist all people worldwide have access to healthy affordable food. We are in need of a 

nutritionally secure society, one with the backbone being made up of women, men, and 

children “of grassroots organizing around ecological issues worldwide”(Kirk, 1997). We 

need to challenge the hierarchies limiting access to food by breaking apart the values and 

living standards of our globalized, industrial, capitalist economy, to see what is 

oppressing people, and how to change those structures (Kirk, 1997).  Shiva’s ‘Food 

Democracy’ model is a citizens movement of the North and South, to re-claim food 

through organic agriculture, resistance to genetically-engineered foods, seed saving, and 

building networks and alliances with public policy scientist and citizens (Shiva, 2000). 

Food democracy brings us the right to access healthy, safe, and affordable food. The 

myth of not enough food to go around is dated, and by now people should see the systems 
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of colonization and capitalism are only restricting peoples’ well-being and human right to 

food. “Reclaiming democracy in food production implies reclaiming the rights of all 

species to their share of nutrition and, through this ecological step, reclaiming the right of 

all people to food rights, including future generations,” (Shiva, 2000). In World Hunger 

Lappe et al. point out food security and ending world hunger is possible, since huger is a 

result of choices made by humans, not a lack of the earths resources (Lappe et al., 1998). 

Looking at food justice issues helps to illuminate communities that are oppressed and 

deprived of the basic human right to access healthy and affordable food.  

 

GIS Technology Strengths & Limitations 
 
 In its most basic form GIS science and technology analyze attributes in space and 

time. GIS is a powerful set of tools for collecting, storing, retrieving at will, transforming 

and displaying spatial data from the real world for a particular set of purposes (Burrough 

and McDonnell, 1998). These tools are used to manipulate, and operate on standard 

geographical primitives such as points, lines and areas, and/or continuously varying 

surfaces known as fields (Burrough and McDonnell, 1998). The geographic phenomena 

require real world data in the form of locational data and attribute data in order to analyze 

and make assumptions over space and time (Ryan and Campbell, 2009).  GIS was created 

by the Canadians in 1962 for resource inventory, nearly 50 years ago and is now a 

growing geospatial science field used for environment and community research (Peuquet, 

2002). The use of GIS is more commonly becoming used as a decision making tool at all 

levels of government, public, and community policies (Pequet, 2002). Alternative views 
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of GIS claim it as an elitist scientific tool, used exploit or further marginalize community 

and environmental resources (Wood, 2010). Although this notion is not as popular since 

GIS is a large and growing filed, just like any technological advances they can be used 

for good and bad. GIS is commonly used by numerous agencies today, but grew out of 

the natural resource sector, and is now used across multiple disciplines to plan and create 

policies (Peuquet, 2002).  Utilizing GIS as a lens for analysis is becoming popular with 

many organizations that include the public, by allowing indigenous knowledge to be 

mapped and included in decision-making.  

 Issues with GIS technology usually stem from inexactness and scale. “There is 

inherent inexactness built into all spatial, temporal, and spatio-temporal databases” 

(Peuquet, 2002). Within the GIS field this is referring to fuzziness and uncertainty, due to 

some data not being available or transferable in a digital form (Peuquet, 2002). Also 

having access to the software ArcGIS, which is quite expensive and not always feasible 

for organizations to have on hand or purchase (Wood, 2010).  Another limitation to 

accessing this technology is having the knowledge to navigate through the software and 

complex procedures (Peuquet, 2002). Although there are limitations to the science, many 

organizations collaborate to utilize this technology through universities and geospatial 

clubs, recognizing the knowledge needed to use the technology appropriately. GIS is 

another research method used to highlight resources, communities, and spatial relations 

while creating a visual representation.  
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MATERIALS & METHODS 
 

 
A multiple methods approach was employed utilizing GIS to identify and analyze 

food access locations, agricultural food production resources, socioeconomic variables 

affecting food security, land preservation analysis, and participatory GIS results from the 

2010 Community Food Assessment. I used a grounded theory approach to guide my 

research letting the questions and data guide my research and analysis (Charmaz, 2005). 

Using GIS I identified and analyzed food access resource patterns, through area based 

measures. This allowed me to identify areas lacking access to food stores, and areas that 

could be considered food insecure.  

Using secondary data for socioeconomic variables from the 2010 Census for 

Humboldt County allowed me to analyze poverty rates, population, and vehicle access 

per household that could affect food security for the study site. Socio-economic data was 

analyzed using proximity measures, to identify low-income areas in the county that could 

be considered food insecure, population centers that do not have food access, as well as 

areas of the county that have low or no access to a personal vehicle. Mapping agricultural 

resources helped to give perspective of where food is produced in the county in 

conjunction with the population, to see if more alternative markets could be identified 

through this research.  Land preservation analysis aided the study by mapping the acres 

of land that are being preserved under the Williamson Act, to visualize acreage in the 

county that is being preserved for open space and future agricultural land. I chose a 
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multiple method approach to provide a wide spectrum analysis of the foodshed and the 

population to determine if regions of the county could be deemed food insecure or 

potential food deserts.  

 

Conceptual Framework  

Figure  represents the spatial data conceptualization and process for how this study 

examined many different variables in order to investigate food security for Humboldt 

County. 

 

Figure 4: Conceptual Model for Identifying Food Access & Insecurity 
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Applied Methodology  

The USDA and the Economic Research Service (ERS) conducted a large-scale 

study in 2009 to identify food insecurity for the U.S. using multiple methods of 

compiling grocery store locations and using census data to determine food insecure 

neighborhoods (USDA, 2009). The USDA and ERS define particular characteristics for 

food insecure neighborhoods such as distance from grocery store, household income, and 

if the household has a vehicle. I adopted a similar methodology for this study and used 

these same census demographic classifications for GIS along with area-based measures to 

define and measure food access and potential food insecurity for regions of Humboldt 

County. The U.S. Census Bureau defines Humboldt County as a rural county, with a 

Micro-politan area with higher population densities in Arcata, Eureka, McKinleyville, 

and mostly larger towns along highway 101(U.S. Census, 2000). These classifications 

were used for Humboldt County as another way to determine areas in the county as food 

secure/insecure, and separating the different types of rural populations within the county.  

 
GIS Interface & Spatial Data 
 
 Data layers were complied from different sources and analyzed to create a visual 

representation of food access and production for Humboldt County. Spatial data was 

analyzed using ESRI Arc Map 9.3.1 (ESRI, Redlands, CA). All spatial data; food stores, 

farmers markets, community gardens, school gardens, CSA’s, seasonal food stands, 

agricultural resources, Williamson Act land, and socioeconomic data from the census was 

gathered and compiled into the GIS environment for assessment.  The coordinate system 
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used for spatial analysis was UTM NAD 83 Zone 10N. Food Store locations, agricultural 

resources, community gardens, CSA’s, seasonal food stands, school gardens, and farmers 

market data were pre-processed through GPS Visualizer, initializing a latitude and 

longitude location to input into the ArcGIS environment.  U.S. Census data was 

downloaded from Humboldt County Summary file 3, at the Block Group level for the 

following variables: Population at or below the federal poverty level, total population per 

block group, and private vehicle access per household age 16 and up (U.S. Census 

Bureau, 2010). Data from the 2000 U.S. Census Bureau for Humboldt County was then 

joined with a 2009 TIGER California Census block group shapefile (2009). I joined the 

socioeconomic data tables that included total population, household vehicle access for 

ages 16+, and total population with income at or below the federal poverty level, to the 

TIGER shapefile in order to bring in all the data into the GIS interface.  

Other base data used in the analysis comes from existing sources for Humboldt 

County Planning Division Maps and GIS Data portal (Humboldt County Community 

Development Services Department, 2010). The Humboldt County office of Community 

Development Service Department has data available for the county’s boundary, cities, 

and parcel data. I used the county boundary, cities, and Williamson Act parcel data, 

which were in State Plane NAD27. I converted these data layers to NAD83 to match all 

other data sets used in the analysis.  Table 4: Geospatial Data  represents the spatial data 

gathered for this study from a variety of geospatial data sources, and the data that had to 

be created from multiple resources for this study. 
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Table 4: Geospatial Data Obtained for Analysis 

Spatial Data Source/ 
Organization 

Coordinate System/ 
Conversion 

Reference 

2009 Tiger 
Shapefile Census 
Block Groups 

U.S. Census 
Bureau 

GCS North America 1983/ 
NAD 1983 UTM Zone 10 
N 

www.census.gov/
geo/www/tiger 

Williamson Act 
Parcel Data 

Humboldt 
County 
Community 
Development 
Services 

NAD 1927 State Plane CA/ 
NAD 1983 UTM Zone 10 
N 

www.gis.co.hum
boldt.ca.us/ 

County Outline Humboldt 
County 
Community 
Development 
Services 

NAD 1927 State Plane CA/ 
NAD 1983 UTM Zone 10 
N 

www.gis.co.hum
boldt.ca.us/ 

California 
Counties 
Boundaries 

Cal-Atlas NAD 1927 State Plane CA/ 
NAD 1983 UTM Zone 10 
N 

www.atlas.ca.gov 

Humboldt County 
Cities 

Humboldt 
County 
Community 
Development 
Services 

NAD 1927 State Plane CA/ 
NAD 1983 UTM Zone 10 
N 

www.gis.co.hum
boldt.ca.us/ 

CalGeo-Names 
for Humboldt 

USGS 
Geographic 
Names 
Information 
Systems 

NAD 1983 California www.geonames.u
sgs.gov 
 

Humboldt County 
Population Data 

U.S. Census 
Bureau  
Summary File 3 

NAD 1983 UTM Zone 10 
N 

www.census.gov 

Humboldt County 
Poverty Level 
Data 

U.S. Census 
Bureau  
Summary File 3 

NAD 1983 UTM Zone 10 
N 

www.census.gov 

Humboldt County 
Vehicle Data 

U.S. Census 
Bureau  
Summary File 3 

NAD 1983 UTM Zone 10 
N 

www.census.gov 

State & Federal 
Public Lands 
Data 

Humboldt 
County 
Community 
Development 
Services 

NAD 1927 State Plane CA/ 
NAD 1983 UTM Zone 10 
N 

www.gis.co.hum
boldt.ca.us/ 
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Table 5 represents the agricultural and socioeconomic data that was created for this study 

from multiple resources and then brought into the GIS Interface. 

Table 5: Geospatial Data Created for Analysis 

 Data Sources/ Organizations Coordinate 
System 

Reference 

 Food Retail 
Locations 

Humboldt County 
Environmental Health 
Division 

NAD 1983 UTM 
Zone 10 N 

Steve Gustafson, 
Consumer Protection 
Manager 

Community 
Gardens  

North Coast 
Community Gardens 
Collaborative 

NAD 1983 UTM 
Zone 10 N 

Chris Lohoefener, 
Project Coordinator 

Farmers 
Markets, 
CSA’s, Food 
Stands 

Community Food 
Assessment/ California 
Center for Rural Policy 

NAD 1983 UTM 
Zone 10 N 

Danielle Stubblefield, 
CCRP  

Northern 
Humboldt & 
Southern 
Humboldt 
Farms 

North Coast Growers 
Association, 
Community Food 
Alliance, Deborah 
Giraud 

NAD 1983 UTM 
Zone 10 N 

www.humfarm.org, 
www.caff.org/humboldt/ 
personal 
communications with 
Deborah Giraud 

School Gardens Community Food 
Assessment/ California 
Center for Rural Policy 

NAD 1983 UTM 
Zone 10 N 

Alexis Ollar, CCRP 
Research Assistant 

 

Area Based Measures  

The methodology used for distance measures for regional food access from food 

retail locations were walk-able and drivable distances for both urban and rural 

communities. These area-based measures were adopted from the USDA 2009 study, 

Access to Affordable and Nutritious Food: Measuring and Understanding Food Deserts 

and Their Consequences (USDA, 2009). High food access within the walkable measure 

is half a mile from a geographical unit to the grocery store; medium food access is 

between half a mile and one mile; low food access is over one mile (USDA, 2009). In the 
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drive-able distance measure high food access is within ten miles from a geographical unit 

to a food retailer, medium access is within ten to twenty miles, and low food access is 

more than twenty miles (USDA, 2009). Using these distance measures from food retail 

locations help to calculate areas that lack adequate access to food, and areas that could be 

considered food insecure or possible food deserts.  Table 6 illustrates the distance 

measures used to identify high food access and low food access. 

Table 6: Distance Based Measures 

Distance Measure  High Food Access Low Food Access 
Walk-able ½ mile More than 1 mile 
Drive-able Less than 10 miles More than 10 miles 
 

Identify and Defining Food Retail Locations  
 
 

This study categorized food retail locations in the following categories; 

Convenience Stores, Convenience Stores with Gas, Grocery Stores, Cultural Markets, 

Super Stores, and Farmers Markets. The USDA Food Access study analyzed and defined 

Grocery, Convenience, and Super Stores (USDA, 2008). Since that particular study 

focused mostly on urban areas food access patterns, I felt it was necessary to break down 

some of the more diverse food retail locations in Humboldt County, and include our 

Farmers Markets since they operate almost half of the year. Other variable I included to 

map and analyze were CSA’s, seasonal food stands, food pantries, community gardens, 

school gardens, and local farm/food producers. These variables will be mapped to 

quantify frequencies, patterns, and possibly show the potential for future alternative 

markets or food access. 
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 The food retail locations in this particular study are classified as the following: 

Convenience Store: Stores with mostly packaged and prepared food items, very little 

fresh food options. Mostly snack foods, candy, soda drinks, juices, and coffee.  

Convenience Store with Gas: Stores with mostly packaged and prepared food items, 

very little fresh food options. Mostly snack foods, candy, soda drinks, juices, and coffee. 

These establishments also sell gas.  

Grocery Stores: These stores are either traditional or natural food stores selling fresh 

food items such as produce, meats, dairy, grains as well as packaged and prepared food 

items. These stores offer more to the consumer, including healthy fresh food items, 

helping to make a healthy diet.  

Super Stores: Sell fresh food items such as produce, meats, dairy, grains, packaged and 

prepared food items. They also sell home supplies and other various accessories for 

living. Only one store in the county is classified as a superstore Costco, a membership 

based store. Due to the nature of the store I did not use it when buffering walk-able and 

drivable area based measures because of it costing residents money to shop there. 

Natural Foods Grocery: These stores are similar to a traditional grocery store, but have 

more organic and alternative diet food products. Natural/organic meats, produce, dairy, 

and grains. Organic packaged and prepared food items are more plentiful at these stores. 

Cultural Market: These stores sell specific ethnic food items, such as Latino and Asian 

cooking ingredients, packaged food items, and prepared food items. 

Farmers’ Markets: are the direct farm sales in the community. Since Humboldt County 

Farmers markets tend to operate for half of the year I have included these food retail 
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locations in the study.  Farmers Markets are also being included due to the fact that the 

majority of Farmers Markets in the county accept EBT and WIC food assistance funds.  

Food Pantries: Food For People local food assistance non-profit serves the Humboldt 

County region through 17 different food pantry locations. These pantries serve low-

income residents, usually living underneath the poverty line, and eligible for federal food 

assistance funds.  

Humboldt Farms: Any farm that produces food that is sold in the county was included 

in this study. These agricultural producers include produce, dairy, poultry, meat, seafood, 

grains, herbs, and honey. Wineries were not included in this database.  

 Community Supported Agriculture (CSA’s):  Is an alternative food market 

established by farms that are already operating in the county, where members are 

provided with food boxes with season specific produce throughout the growing season. 

CSA’s help farmers bring in money prior to the growing season. There are mostly 

summer CSA’s in Humboldt, with a couple who offer winter CSA shares. CSA’s require 

share members to pay anywhere from $300-$700 dollars for half or full share 

memberships. These memberships in return supply a family or individual with a box of 

produce for 20-26 weeks usually from late spring into fall.  

Seasonal Food Stands: these food access points operate sometime for a month to 4 

moths selling single fruit or vegetable products either curbside throughout town, or on-

site at farms.  
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Community Gardens: Civic agriculture is a growing field, and Humboldt boasts a 

number of community gardens. Any community garden that is already established and 

being utilized was included in the data sets for this study.  

School Gardens: Many schools throughout the county have gardens on campus usually 

used for aiding science curriculum or after school programs. Any school garden that is 

already established and being used by the school was included in the data sets.  

 

Food Retail Locations Not Included: Food retail locations that are not included in the 

study are restaurants, fast food locations, café’s, diners, mobile food establishments, 

dollar stores, coffee shops. These types of locations are not being considered due to being 

a sit down or take away food location, and the varied availability of food items at these 

locations. For this particular study food retail locations such as the stores listed above are 

only being considered as a part of food access locations for the County, in order to 

determine adequate access for a population. The seasonal as well as civic agricultural 

resources are being mapped to show potential expansion of alternative markets and how 

the county could better utilize these resources. 

 

Spatial Data Acquisition 

Food Retail Location Data: The Humboldt County Division or Environmental Health 

maintains records of all food retail locations for the county. Their database includes 

different types of food retail stores, eating establishments, and any location that sells any 

type or prepared of packaged food item. There were 750 establishments in the database, 
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which I received from Steve Gustafson, Consumer Protection Program Manager. From 

that database only 155 were used for the definition of food access locations for this 

project. In order to check the validity of each food retail location I ground truthed, to 

verify if the store was still operating, what type of food items they sold, and if the address 

was correct. In order to check I called locations checked the internet for other information 

pertaining to that location, and even visited in person to check out certain establishment 

quantity and quality of food. For the farmers’ markets, CSA’s, seasonal food stands, 

community gardens, school gardens, and food pantry locations, I used the Humboldt 

County Community Food Assessment report data to fill in the gaps for the project 

(Stubblefield et al., 2010). Inputting the food retail locations in a useable format for 

ArcGIS, I used GPS Visualizer to geocode each food access location, and find the 

latitude and longitude for the locations.  The food retail location data table was then 

inputted into ArcGIS as X and Y data coordinates for mapping purposes. The coordinate 

system used for this particular data set was UTM NAD 83 Zone 10N.  

 

 Agriculture Production Resources: Since Humboldt County’s agricultural production 

sector is so fruitful; I wanted to include it in mapping food access for the county. Most 

food access studies only map food retail locations as access points. Since Humboldt 

County is a rural agricultural county, looking at where the food is being produced in 

relation to population centers may show areas for improvement, and possible expansion 

of alternative markets. The data for the food producers came from a variety of different 

resources. Northern Humboldt County farms food production data came from 
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Community Alliance with Family Farmers (CAFF) and North Coast Growers Association 

(NCGA). Southern Humboldt County farm data came from Deborah Giraud, the Farm 

and Community/Economic Advisor for Humboldt County.  

 

Socio-Economic Data: This study looked at socio-economic data that could influence 

individual’s ability to access food locations in the county. The variables that the USDA 

Food Access study used were specific subpopulations that would be vulnerable to food 

access barriers. These subpopulations are; low-income individuals, household vehicle 

access, and population data (USDA, 2008, 17). These same sub-populations were used in 

this study, as a lens to examine barriers to food access within a rural community.  All 

data was downloaded from U.S. Census Bureau Humboldt County Summary File 3, using 

the 2000 data (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000). 2009 TIGER Shapefile was then joined to 

data tables and brought into GIS environment (U.S. Census Bureau, 2009).  

 

Participatory Geographic Information Systems:  Another data source used in this 

study was the PPGIS data from the California Center for Rural Policy (CCRP) 

Community Food Assessment report conducted in the summer, 2010. These GIS maps 

were created at a Food Policy Task force meetings. During the summer of 2010, CCRP 

conducted a participatory GIS session, having community stakeholders map food 

strengths and food needs for the county. My analysis was compared with the CCRP data 

to compare community perceptions of the foodshed with the actual foodshed access 

resources and poverty rates to look for similar patterns and discrepancies.  
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Analysis  

 The final analysis for this study was conducted by overlaying population, poverty 

level status, vehicle access, and food location/ production data together with the area 

based distance measures to determine regions of the county’s food access status. All of 

the variables above were separated out and analyzed using GIS to create a visual 

representation of the foodshed’s access attributes and barrier attributes to determine block 

groups accessibility to food as well as limitations. Using the areas based measures to 

determine food access with the socioeconomic data buffered the distance measures for ½ 

mile, 1 mile, 10 miles, and 20 miles to determine populations that are not served by full-

service grocery stores, which would be deemed food deserts. This method was used and 

repeated for analyzing the food retail locations that have been defined as full-service 

grocery stores, selling healthy nutritious foods (grocery stores, natural food stores, and 

farmers’ markets).  
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION  
 
 
Food Retail Locations  
 
By identifying the year-round food retail locations my data assessment found there to be 

the following frequency of food retail locations (Table 7). The following map identifies the 

different food access locations that are year round serving county residents. The majority 

of establishments are around the metropolitan core rural cities, with only a few 

establishments in the more rural parts of the county.   

Table 7: Food Retail Locations by Category 

The data set from the Humboldt 

County Division of Environmental Health 

had 698 food locations, which includes 

restaurants, fast food, retail stores, grocery 

stores, and any establishment that sold any 

sort of prepared, packaged, or fresh food item. This study only used 125 of the locations 

from the data set to fit the parameters of food retail locations in the following categories; 

grocery store, natural food store, superstore, cultural market, convenience store, and 

convenience store with gas. By identifying the year-round food retail locations my data 

assessment found there to be the following frequency of food retail locations. 

Food Retail Location Frequency  
Superstore 1 
Grocery Store 48 
Natural Food Store 7 
Cultural Market 6 
Convenience Store 26 
Convenience Store w/Gas 36 
                               Total 125 
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Figure 5: Food Retail Locations by Category 
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Alternative Food Market 

The county boasts a number of 

alternative fresh food markets that 

feature local produce and food products 

grown and made right in Humboldt 

County (Table 8 and Figure 6). The 

alternative markets that are present to date in the county are farmers’ markets, community 

supported agriculture (CSA’s), and seasonal farm stands. The farm stands vary each year 

with their potentially being more farm stands that have not been documented or 

quantified; therefore this data is potentially incomplete. All of the alternative markets are 

seasonal with farmers markets operating a minimum of four months and a maximum of 

seven months.  The CSA’s operate mostly in the summer, with only a couple offering 

winter membership shares. When investigating food access most studies have not used 

alternative markets as an indicator of food security due to the seasonality of these 

markets. Although these markets are not year round, they are a good indicator of local 

food system sustainability for a region to be able to grow and supply residents with local 

food. The following table and map show the frequency of these markets and there 

locations. The majority of alternative markets are located in the core micropolitan rural 

cities, with a only a few CSA’s and seasonal farm stands in the more rural parts of the 

county such as Willow Creek and Garberville. 

 

Table 8 Alternative Food Markets by Category 

Alternative Food 
Markets 

Frequency  

Farmers’ Markets 11 
Community Supported 
Agriculture (CSA) 

11 

Farm Stands 9 
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Figure 6: Alternative Markets by Category 
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Community Gardens  
 

 There are a number of community gardens in the county that support agricultural 

education, stewardship, and subsistence methods by locals growing their own food  

(Figure 7). The data for the community gardens came from The North Coast Community 

Garden Collaborative, a non-profit that helps create and support community gardens 

within Humboldt County. Currently there are 21 community gardens in the county. The 

majority of community gardens in Humboldt County are located in the core micropolitan 

rural cities of Arcata, Eureka, and Fortuna. There are a few community gardens in the 

more rural parts of the county such as Garberville, Orick, and Weitchpec. The North 

Coast Community Garden Collaborative currently helps support current gardens by 

recruiting volunteers, organizing workdays, accessing resources such as funding and 

tools, and helping to maintain current community gardens. The collaborative also helps to 

find land to start gardens for groups and neighborhoods who are intrested in getting set-

up. In my research I did not look at how much food is actually grown and utilized within 

the community gardens. Future research could look at quantifying how much food is 

grown in the community gardens, and how the food is utilized by the people who 

participate within each  garden. By looking at how much food is grown and where the 

food actaully goes could be another indicator for food security and food access inorder to 

measure foodshed sustainbility with local agriculture or susbsitence methods. The 

following map shows the locations of community gardens within Humboldt County as of 

2010.  
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Figure 7: Community Gardens in Humboldt County 
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School Gardens  
 
 Many schools utilize gardens to teach about nutrition, agriculture, aid science 

curriculum, teach stewardship, and provide after school clubs and programs (Figure 8). In 

Humboldt County nearly half of the schools have gardens that are utilized in many 

different ways (Stubbelfield et al., 2010). The data for the school gardens came from the 

2010 Community Food Assessment conducted by California Center for Rural Policy 

(Stubblefield et al., 2010).  As a graduate research assistant working on the report, I 

called every school in Humboldt County asking and verifying if the school had a garden, 

what size the garden was, and how the institution and students utilized it. This research 

led to the fact that 50% of schools in Humboldt have school gardens (Stubblefield et al., 

2010). Although there are 46 school gardens in the county as of 2010, it seems as though 

they are under utilized from the conversations I had with each school (Stubblefield et al., 

2010). Many schools reported the issue of maintenance during the summer months, and 

lack of volunteers to help out when school is not in session (Stubblefield et al., 2010). 

Knowing this from my research on the Community Food Assessment led me to mapping 

the gardens in hopes of visually seeing where they are located and how communities 

could possibly get involved much like the community gardens during the summer months 

when school is not in session. The following map displays the 46 school gardens in the 

county. The gardens are dispersed all over the county, visually depicting the possibility of 

strengthening the amount of local food that could be grown and consumed in the county.  
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Figure 8: School Gardens in Humboldt County 
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Local Agricultural Production 

 
 According to the 2007 USDA Agricultural Census for Humboldt County there 

were 852 farms in operation (USDA Agriculture Census, 2007). For this study I wanted 

to map locations and frequencies of farms to visually see where food is being produced in 

the county and how potential alternative markets could be expanded in areas that lack 

adequate food access locations. Getting the data for the farms in the county was not an 

easy task. There is not one complete record of farms in operation for the county 

according to the Humboldt County Agricultural Commissioners office. There fore this 

data set was pieced together with many sources. The data for the agricultural producers of 

Humboldt came from the North Coast Growers Association, Community Alliance with 

Family Farmers, and Deborah Giraud the Humboldt County Farm and Community 

Economic Development Advisor. There were 155 farms from the three sources, there are 

more farms than the 155 I verified, but I was unable to get this data do to time and 

resource restrictions. Another fault with the data is that many of the locations for the 

farms are just mailing addresses to post office boxes, not actually farm locations. 

Therefore the map has large clusters near and around the core micropolitan cities 

representing potential farms or post office boxes. Having the exact location of the farms 

would heighten this research to potentially show alternative food market growth to 

increase local food and healthy food consumption. The following map (Figure 9) 

represents the data I was able to gather and verify for local farms and food production.  
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Figure 9: Humboldt County Farms 
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Food Pantries 

 Food for People is the local non-profit in Humboldt County that provides food 

assistance for low-income individuals and families that are food insecure. The 

organization offers food pantries all throughout the county, offering fresh and healthy 

food options to their clients (Stubblefield et. al., 2010).  The organization operates food 

banks, a choice pantry, an afterschool snack program, backpacks for kids program, 

summer lunch program, local farm and residential garden gleaning program, community 

food drives, senior brown bag program, homebound senior food delivery, and community 

education and outreach. The data for the food pantry map came from Food For People 

and the Community Food Assessment report (Stubblefield et al., 2010). Food for people 

currently operates 17 food pantries and 3 meal programs for qualifying clients (Food For 

People, 2010). Qualifying clients are individuals or families that are low income and 

apply to the food relief programs and meet all qualifying criteria for services.  

The Food for people Emergency Food Pantry Network, which is the 17 food bank 

locations currently, serves 10,000 to 12,000 Humboldt County residents (Food For 

People, 2010).  Knowing that there is a high rate of poverty in the county, and the number 

of people who utilize federal food assistance programs, Food For People is another asset 

in the county helping to create civic health and sustain healthy living and sustainable 

lives. The following map (Figure 10) depicts the food banks and their locations in 

Humboldt County.  
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Figure 10: Food for People, Food Bank Locations in Humboldt County 
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Agricultural Land Preservation  

 Land preservation is essential for sustainability, open space, and future 

agricultural endeavors. In 1965 the California Land Conservation Act also known as the 

Williamson Act was endorsed, to enable local governments and private landowners to 

collaborate and restrict land development in order to preserve agricultural lands (North 

Coast Prosperity, 2007). Between 2002 and 2007 the United States lost 16.2 acres of 

agricultural land due to development (Community Alliance with Family Farmers, 2011). 

In California alone there is 100 million acres of land, and 43 million is currently used for 

agriculture (American Farmland Trust, 2009). The Williamson Act has successfully 

protected 16.5 million acres, although approximately each year 40,000 acres are lost due 

to development (American Farmland Trust, 2009). In Humboldt County there are 

273,000 acres enrolled in the Williamson Act. The following map displays the acreage of 

land preservation within the county. The data for the Williamson Act Land for the study 

site came from the Humboldt County Community Development Services. The 

agricultural land that is being preserved is located all over the county due to being rural 

and less developed. The fate of the Williamson Act program is unknown due to the $40 

million dollars in state subvention payments to local governments each year, and 

previous governor Schwarzenegger vetoing the payments for the program and 

questioning the need for the program (American Farmland Trust, 2009). When 

investigating food access and security, farmland preservation is a key indicator for future 

sustainability within a region by conserving agricultural land and open space.   
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Figure 11: Williamson Act Preservation Land in Humboldt County 
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Population 

In 2000 the U.S. Census estimated the population of Humboldt County to be 

approximately 123, 167 residents (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000). The estimate for the study 

area in 2009 was approximately 129,623 residents, a population increase of 2.5% (U.S. 

Census Bureau, 2009). The data for the total population came from the U.S. Census 

Bureau 2000 summary file 3, and is represented in block groups. The results for this 

query were found by using the field calculator in ArcGIS. The algorithm used was total 

population (P001001) divided by the area in square miles. The following map represents 

the population density for the county. Each dot represents 50 people. Since the county is 

rural in nature with a core region of micropolitan rural cities, the majority of the 

population is located within the core micropolitan region of Arcata, Eureka, and Fortuna. 

The northern and southern part of the county are less populated and developed, with the 

majority of residents living along the coast in the central part of the county.  

Table 9: Population Facts for Humboldt County 2009 U.S. Census Estimates 

  

 

People of Humboldt County Percentage  
Persons under 5 years old 6.1% 
Persons under 18 years old 20.2% 
Persons 65 years and older 13.0% 
Female persons 50.4% 
White persons  85.7% 
Black persons 1.2% 
American Indian and Alaska Natives persons 6.5% 
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander persons 0.3% 
Asian persons 2.1% 
Hispanic or Latino persons 8.9% 
White persons not Hispanic 78.3% 
 Persons reporting two or more races  4.2% 
*Source: U.S. Census Bureau Humboldt County, CA Quick Facts, 2009. 
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Figure 12: Humboldt County Population Density 
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Poverty  

 The study area of Humboldt County had an estimated 19.8% of the population 

living below the federal poverty level in 2008 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010). The county 

ranks 23rd for poverty out of 58 counties in California, and 28th for child poverty (U.S. 

Census Bureau, 2010). Low-income communities are usually the most affected by food 

access and security, therefore high poverty levels in the county are just one indicator for 

food insecurity. The poverty data came from the 2000 U.S. Census Bureau summary file 

3 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000). In order to determine the percentage of poverty levels for 

each block group,  poverty data was normalized by total population in ArcGIS. The data 

was ‘Population for whom poverty level is determined’ (P087002) as the value, and then 

normalized by ‘Total Population’ (P001001). The following map depicts the poverty 

level by block groups for the region.  Although this data is dated from 2000, it is still very 

useful to determine areas that are affected economically and lacking adequate fresh food 

resources and full service grocery stores. In 2000 there were 24,059 residents living at or 

below the federal poverty level out of (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000).  

 Regions of the county that are below the federal poverty level are block groups in 

Hoopa, Yurok, Weitchpec, Arcata, Eureka, Samoa, and Fortuna with 40-50% affected by 

poverty.  Looking at the map more broadly most of northern Humboldt such as Orick and 

Orleans and Southern Humboldt such as Garberville, Redway, and Miranda have 20-30% 

of the population in those block groups living in poverty, which is still a significant 

percentage of people living below the poverty level.  
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Figure 13: Poverty Levels in Humboldt County 
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Vehicle Access  

 Having access to a personal or family vehicle is another key factor for individual 

or family food security. As the literature has stated common barriers to food access are 

poverty and vehicle access. The data for Vehicle access in Humboldt County came from 

the 2000 U.S. Census Bureau summary file 3 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000). In order to 

show vehicle access by block groups the number of house holds with driver 16 and up 

was divided by the total number of households (P035002/ P001001= percentage of 

vehicle access per block groups). The following map depicts the block groups and the 

percentage of the population 16 and older that have access to a vehicle.  

The results of this analysis show the core micropolitan rural cities in the center of 

the county to have the highest percentage of vehicle access. The regions with most 

vehicle access are Arcata, Blue Lake, Eureka, McKinleyville, Kneeland, Humboldt Hill, 

Fortuna, Ferndale, and Garberville. High vehicle access correlates with population 

density being greater in the core region. The areas with the lowest percentage of vehicle 

access are Orick, Orleans, Hoopa, Yurok, Weitchpec, Alderpoint, Weott, Miranda, and a 

few small block groups in the Eureka region. This data is used in conjunction with food 

access locations and area based measures to determine regions of the county who are 

unable to access fresh food and full service grocery stores, to determine potential food 

insecure areas.  
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Figure 14: Vehicle Access in Humboldt County 
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Area Based Measures for Food Access  

 For this study I employed area based measures around full service grocery stores 

to determine food access, in order to potentially uncover regions of the county that do not 

have adequate access and could be potentially labeled food insecure or food deserts. Area 

based measures were conducted into two categories for food retail location access, walk-

able and drive-able measuring parameters.  The following table outlines the different 

distance measurements for food retail locations, and what food access category they fall 

into.  

Table 10: Area Based Measures for Full Service Food Retail Locations 

Distance Measure  High Food Access Low Food Access 
Walk-able ½ mile More than 1 mile 
Drive-able 10 miles More than 20 miles 
 
  

The area-based measures were conducted in ArcGIS by using a tool called 

‘Buffer’ to measure around any qualifying food retail establishment the distance measure 

for walking or driving distances for food access. The area-based measures were used in 

conjunction with poverty data and vehicle data to analyze areas that have high poverty 

rates low vehicle access, and limited grocery stores to access fresh food that could be 

deemed food insecure or food deserts. The following maps depict the area-based 

measures for full service year-round grocery stores overlapped with poverty and vehicle 

access data for the county with analysis. 
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Figure 15: Walking Access to Food Retail Locations Compared to Poverty 
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Walking Access to Food Retail Locations Compared to Poverty 

 
 Figure 15 represents the area-based measure of walk-able distances to full service 

grocery stores compared with poverty. The food retail locations that are being used for 

determining adequate food access are year round full service grocery stores and natural 

food stores; there are 55 of these for the county. Communities with high food access are 

residents living in the core micropolitan rural cities. Areas that have inadequate walking 

access to a full service grocery stores are the towns of Weitchpec, Yurok, Orleans, 

Hoopa, Willow Creek, Orick, Kneeland, Blue Lake, Fieldbrook, Loleta, Carlotta, 

Redcrest, and parts of Southern Humboldt near Highway 101. 

My analysis showed a correlation between lack of food retail infrastructure and 

high poverty rates in the more rural parts of the county. The towns of Weitchpec, Yurok, 

Orleans, Hoopa, Willow Creek, Orick, Kneeland, Blue Lake, Fieldbrook, Loleta, 

Carlotta, Redcrest and most of Southern Humboldt are regions of the county are 

experiencing poverty rates of 20-60% of the population. The highest poverty rates are 

within the Hoopa and Yurok Tribal lands, with 40-80% of the population living in 

poverty. These areas show no food access resource, which is due to their status as 

sovereign nations, which are not reflected within data obtained from the Humboldt 

County Division of Environmental Health. Although retail stores do exist within the 

tribal reservation, this data was not a part of the acquired data for this study. Nonetheless, 

results of my analysis show these regions are potentially food insecure, due to limited 

access and financial security, which is the largest barrier to food security. 
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Figure 4: Driving Access to Food Retail Locations Compared to Vehicle Access 
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Driving Access to Food Retail Locations Compared to Vehicle Access 
 
 
 The map above shows vehicle access compared to area-based measures of driving 

distances to full service grocery stores and natural food stores. All of the other food retail 

locations are also included in this analysis to show what is near areas that lack adequate 

access to a full service grocery store or natural food store. The driving buffer of ten miles 

is used in this analysis only for grocery stores and natural food stores, because those have 

been categorized as food access locations that sell healthy and nutritious food items year 

round. The one super store in the county that sells fresh food items and produce is 

Costco, but due to the membership dues this establishment is not considered as accessible 

to all populations. The areas that have the highest percentage of vehicle access are in the 

core micropolitan rural cities, which also have the most access to full service grocery 

stores and natural food stores. The areas that lack adequate access to full service grocery 

stores and natural food stores are the regions of the county that also have low percentages 

of personal vehicle access.  

Figure 17 shows the majority of vehicles are in block groups in the core 

micropolitan rural cities of Arcata, Eureka, and Fortuna. These areas have vehicle access 

in combination with clustering of food retail locations that sell healthy fresh food items 

for consumption. Areas around Orick, Orleans, Alderpoint, Weott, Samoa, and Trinidad 

had low vehicle access with at least one grocery store or convenience store within the ten 

mile buffer. The block groups representing the Hoopa and Yurok Tribal land show low 

vehicle access, and no food retail stores, which is due to their status as sovereign nations, 
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which are not reflected within data obtained from the Humboldt County Division of 

Environmental Health. There are grocery stores within these spatial boundaries, but were 

not included in the data obtained for this project.  

Areas with low vehicle access and few food retail stores are indicators of  food 

insecurity. This data implies that there are locations to shop for healthy food, but 

obtaining the required transportation to access these stores may be difficult or unavailable 

for certain populations in these remote portions of the county. The 10-mile buffer shows 

that most areas of the county have adequate access if there is a car or public 

transportation available.  

Although food access appears high with the 10 mile driving parameter there are 

barriers to food access not visually represented in the GIS analysis including topography 

and poor quality rural road infrastructure that can create longer driving times for food 

retail access. This limitation in the analysis could potentially mean much longer driving 

times for the geographically isolated communities to travel to a full service grocery store. 

Furthermore, during certain times of the year, these roads may be inaccessible due to 

inclement weather or landslides. 

The analysis shows that the communities that are food insecure are in the northern 

and southern rural towns within Humboldt County. While there is at least one grocery 

store in these areas the quality of the store and quality of the food is something that needs 

to be quantified to determine whether the store has adequate access. I know from 

personal experience that the grocery stores located in Orick, Weitchpec, and Orleans are 

not adequate by means of fresh and healthy food and have higher prices. These stores are 
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more like convenience stores due to the nature of them being independent grocery stores 

with higher prices. In Humboldt County there are few discounted grocery stores with low 

prices, which make food access an issue for the populations that are living below the 

federal poverty level.  

The analysis of poverty data and vehicle access data compared with full service 

year round grocery stores has visually showed the pattern of the more rural parts of the 

county in the north and the south to be the most affected by a lack of adequate food 

access resources. The barriers of poverty and transportation as stated in the literature have 

proven to be consistent as barriers for food access in Humboldt County. The alternative 

markets and food pantries show other means for increasing food access in the county. 

Knowing that the food pantries serve 12,000 people, shows that alternative markets in 

rural counties could be the answer to expanding these types of markets with local farmers 

to serve communities that are not served adequately by the grocery store infrastructure 

that is already in place.  

 

Participatory Geographic Information Systems (PPGIS) 

 In the 2010 Community Food Assessment for Humboldt County there was a 

community mapping exercise conducted on March 11, 2010 to find out what local 

residents and community members involved with agriculture, education, and the food 

system believed to be strengths and needs pertaining to a rural food system (Stubblefield 

et al., 2010). The stakeholders that were present used large maps of Humboldt County 

and sharpie pens to mark themes pertaining to food as strengths or needs. As a graduate 
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research assistant on the Community Food Assessment I have chosen to include this 

information in the study to gather the local perspective of the foodshed in a geographic 

fashion, and look for similar patterns with the methodology I used in this thesis.  

The results of the participatory mapping session were categorized and coded, and 

then brought into the GIS interface into ArcMap to produce a map that quantified all the 

strengths and needs pertaining to the foodshed. The following (Tables 11 & 12) show the 

PPGIS strengths and needs that participants added on the maps during the mapping 

session. The map represents where these themes occurred geographically, and depicts 

visually where the strengths and needs are overall from the PPGIS session. The results of 

the mapping session, highlighted more food system strengths than needs. This does not 

necessarily mean the food system is sustainable, the participants noted more strengths 

than needs. The PPGIS results showed similar patterns of the GIS methodology I 

employed in this thesis. The results show the majority of needs are in the more rural 

northern and southern parts of the county, much like the area-based measures for food 

retail locations and the poverty and vehicle access data results. The county has a fruitful 

agricultural system, but it does not necessarily serve all the residents. The majority of 

food resources in the county serve the core micropolitan rural cities, where the northern 

and southern parts of the county lack access, financial security, and vehicle access, which 

present barriers to food security and health.  
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Table 11: PPGIS Needs from CCRP Community Food Assessment 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 12: PPGIS Needs from CCRP Community Food Assessment 

Top Six Thematic 
Needs 

Coded Description of Themes 

Grocery Store  Ray’s, Safeway, Wildberries, Food Co-ops, 3 Corners Market, Murphy’s, 
Small “Mom and Pop” stores, Natural Food Stores, Discount Food Stores, 
Need for More Grocery Stores 

Transportation Need for Transportation County Wide,  Public Transportation, 
Transportation difficulties in rural areas, No transportation on late hours and 
weekends, Roads Closed Due to Slides/Weather 

Community Centers 
and Shelter 

Extreme Weather Shelters, Homeless Shelters,  Community Centers, Van 
Duzen Grange- Pancake Breakfasts and potlucks for Community 

Agricultural Products / 
Processing 

Local Commercial Food Products, Salsa, Need for Processing Center 
(Mobile or Stationary), Need for Community Canning Facility, Bee Keeping 

Children After School Program, UPS Transport Summer Kids Lunch to South 
Humboldt, Eureka Schools Loss of Kitchens, Backpack for Kids Program, 
Backpacks, Prepackaged Lunches in Schools, Hot lunch program 

Storage and Food 
Distribution 

SYSCO, Swans Truck, Need for food Distribution from Southern Humboldt 
to Northern Humboldt,  Need for Better Food Distribution Plans, Local Food 
Distribution, County Wide Need for Food Storage, Refrigeration 
Warehouse, Storing Facilities, Warehousing 

Top Six Thematic 
Strengths 

Coded Description of Themes 

Grocery Store  Ray’s, Safeway, Wildberries, Food Co-ops, 3 Corners Market, Murphy’s, 
Small “Mom and Pop” stores, Natural Food Stores, Discount Food Stores, 
Need for More Grocery Stores 

Farm Local Farms, Organic Farms, Family Farms, Local Commercial Farms, 
Other Farming, Need for More Farms, Water Issues 

Food Banks, Food 
Pantries/ Food Assistance 

Food for People Pantry, Endeavor, St. Vincent De Paul, Ray’s Food Pantry, 
Food Pantries Run by Churches, Community Center Food Pantries, Local 
Food Banks Throughout County where food is given to those in need, Food 
Networks, Food Stamps 

Community Gardens Community Gardens, Community Garden Collaborative, WIC Community 
Garden, CRC Community Garden, Church Community Gardens, Mad 
River Hospital Garden 

Farmers' Market Farmers’ Markets from Throughout County, Seasonal Farmers’ Markets, 
Arcata Plaza Farmers’ Market, McKinleyville Farmers’ Market 

Livestock/Poultry Horses, Cattle, Grass Fed Beef, Goats for Meat, Chickens, Eggs, Sheep, 
Poultry Collaborative , Livestock Yard 
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Figure 5: PPGIS Community Food Assessment Strengths and Need 
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Limitations to this Study  

 This thesis offers insight to the question of food access for Humboldt County, and 

where there are needs for improved food access and security. By using a geospatial lens 

utilizing GIS science as the primary research method there are other methods that could 

highlight other needs/strengths when investigating food access for the county. Other food 

access and food desert studies have applied intensive consumer surveys, interviews, and 

cost comparison analysis for full service grocery stores to determine food access and 

affordability. Due to time and resource limitations this study focused primarily on 

identifying food access locations and food production resources in conjunction with 

socioeconomic data from the census to gain a visual assessment of the communities and 

regions of the county that are lacking adequate access to healthy fresh food.  By 

identifying and measuring food access resources this study aims to reinforce a geospatial 

methodology for foodshed research while recommending alternative food security 

solutions to the grocery gap. I originally hoped to use the 2010 census data, however, due 

to time restrictions, the 2010 census data WAS not available in time to incorporate. 

Therefore I used the 2000 census data for the socioeconomic variables. While this data is 

dated it is still very useful to visualize food access locations in comparison to the 

county’s past socio-economic status to look for patterns, and later apply the same 

methodology with new data.  

  Other facets of research that could be explored in the future would be 

quantifying the amount of food produced in community gardens or by subsistence 

methods by indigenous populations in the county. How to measure subsistence methods 
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of food production is still an anomaly, but could be useful to see what populations are not 

being served by full grocery stores, and how many people actually grow their own and 

live off the land in this rural county. Another layer of data that could have provided more 

insight to this study is public transportation, which is another barrier to food access in 

rural communities.  

Utilizing GIS for measuring food access and researching local food systems is 

still a new use of geospatial technology that is evolving with the social sciences. While 

no model or study is perfect this study aims at employing a GIS methodology to measure 

food access, so that it can be used with newer census data to find regions of the county 

that are limited to food resource access and need local food system improvements.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 
 This thesis has provided a general concept and visual representation of the 

strengths, needs, and barriers of the local foodshed when analyzing food access for 

Humboldt County residents. There are many counties and states working to strengthen 

civic health through food access initiatives aiming to improve health, food security, and 

sustainability for the future. The following literature and examples are recommendations 

that could heighten local food security and access for Humboldt County.  

 

Local Partnership Opportunities 

 Since there is a lack of chain and commercial full service grocery stores in the 

county, there is a great opportunity for local partnership with food stores and local 

farmers for increased fresh and healthy food distribution to the markets that are already 

present. Humboldt County already has 11 farmers’ markets that operate five to seven 

months out of the year. More farms could provide onsite sales or new farmers’ markets 

locations, especially in regions of the county that are underserved by full-service grocery 

stores.  Independent and locally owned grocery stores are the perfect outlet for local food 

expansion. Small local farmers can connect with independent and locally owned stores, 

much like the North Coast Cooperative, to bring in locally grown diverse food items for 

public consumption. Another local outlet would be small convenience that are locally 

owned, that could purchase seasonal fruits and veggies from local farmers.  In Oakland 

School Market a local convenience/ liquor store was revamped to carry local fresh 
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produce and dairy, this is a new approach without development to improve food access in 

a community (Mamen, 2004).  

 Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) is another successful example of 

improving food access in local communities. Humboldt County has a number of CSA’s, 

which could be another outlet to expand by having CSA cooperatives. Farmers who do 

not produce a large variety of produce could collaborate with other farmers to provide a 

CSA, and split costs, labor, and agricultural inputs and outputs. Examples of farms 

collaborating to bring a CSA to life have happened in states like Massachusetts and New 

York, where growing cycles are shorter and there is a larger percentage of small farms 

(Mamen, 2004).   Community gardens are also sometimes under utilized… 

  

Food Policy Councils 

 Policies to heighten expansion of alternative markets, more flexible purchasing 

policies for institutions, and better planning for zoning and transportation can increase 

food security and access.  Food Policy Councils are popping up all over the country to 

help fill this gap. The CCRP Community Food Assessment has helped to bring a local 

food policy council to life in Humboldt County. Since the completion of the food 

assessment there have been a number of council meetings held to start strategizing what 

issues to work on pertaining to food, health, education, distribution, processing, and 

overall improving the local food system. The food policy council is being housed by 

CCRP, and meetings are being held monthly since 2011.  The meetings are open to the 

public.  
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Corner Store Initiatives 

The 2009 USDA Access to Affordable and Nutritious Food: Measuring and 

Understanding Food Deserts and Their Consequences, recommends improving food 

stores that already exist in order to improve food access and the quality of food in stores 

(USDA, 2009). Improving stores that already exist is much easier than building new 

stores. The study states that corner store initiatives have already been implemented in 

urban areas that have a much larger frequency of convenience stores than grocery stores. 

For Humboldt County we have more convenience store with and without gas than full 

service grocery stores.  Programs like these are being implemented on a state and county 

basis, to improve the quality of fresh food items in bodegas in urban areas like Oakland 

and New York City (USDA, 2009). An Initiative like this could help improve the corner 

stores and convenience stores in the county, primarily the more rural regions of the 

county in the north and south.  

 

Health in All Policies 

 The California Strategic Growth Council compiled a task force to in 2010 to 

research policies and initiatives that could improve the overall health for residents of 

California, while improving the states sustainability. The task force produced the first 

report Health In All Policies for the Strategic Growth Council in December of 2010, that 

outlines policies, programs, and strategies that state agencies can implement to further 

civic health and sustainability (Strategic Growth Council, 2010). The report has a couple 
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of objectives, “First, building healthy and safe communities with opportunities for active 

transportation; safe, healthy, affordable housing; places to be active, including parks, 

green space, and healthy tree canopy; the ability to be active without fear of violence or 

crime; and access to healthy, affordable foods. Second, finding opportunities to add a 

health lens in public policy and program development and increase collaboration across 

agencies and with communities”, (Strategic Growth Council, 2010).  

 The goal in the Health In All Policies report for healthy food initiatives states 

“Every California resident has access to healthy, affordable foods at school, at work, and 

in their neighborhoods,” (Strategic Growth Council, 2010).  The report recognizes that 

poor diets consisting of processed, high calorie, and low nutrient foods are causing 

obesity, heart disease, high blood pressure, cancer and musculoskeletal disorders in a 

number of California residents (Strategic Growth Council, 2010). California currently 

produces nearly half of the produce in the U.S. while the majority of low income 

communities and neighborhoods lack access to affordable and healthy food in the state 

(Strategic Growth Council, 2010). The report states “increasing access to fresh, local, and 

sustainably grown produce in communities and institutions can support a food system 

that uses less energy, supports preservation of farmland, contributes fewer greenhouse 

gases and other air pollutants, is more prepared to adapt to climate change, and provides 

access to healthy nutrition options for all residents,” (Strategic Growth Plan, 2010).  

 The following are some policy/program sustainability initiatives for increasing 

access to fresh and healthy foods for the residents and communities within the state and 

counties of California from the Health In All Policies Report:   
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Encourage and expand the availability of affordable and locally grown produce 

through “Farm-to-Fork” policies and programs (Strategic Growth Council, 2010). 

These programs support local produce buying to reduce food miles, and increase healthy 

foods consumption at schools and institutions within the county by allowing farmers to 

sell direct. Programs also encourage produce labeling so that consumers can purchase 

local. These policies help to identify state and local regulations that create barriers for 

farmers to sell direct to consumers and institutions.  These programs also encourage and 

support community and school gardens (Strategic Growth Council, 2010).   

This initiative could be most helpful for Humboldt County by addressing 

regulatory barriers, so farmers can sell direct to stores that lack adequate or any fresh 

produce for sale (Strategic Growth Council, 2010). Sometimes zoning regulations do not 

allow farmers’ markets in neighborhoods or commercial areas (Strategic Growth Council, 

2010). Communities that have addressed these barriers have provided school based 

farmers’ markets through joint use agreements to provide more alternative markets and 

local food consumption (Strategic Growth Council, 2010). 

There are a number of facets within the HIAP initiative that are currently 

operating in the county that are aiding to food access, which could also be expanded. 

Community Alliance with Family Farmers currently facilitates the Farm-to-School 

programs in the county, while also aiding small local farmers in the expansion of direct 

selling markets (Stubblefield et al., 2010).  The North Coast Community Garden 

Collaborative works with community gardens in the county to locate land, coordinate 

volunteers and work days (Stubblefield et al., 2010). Food For People the local food bank 
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currently administers a program called ‘Farm-to-Food Bank’ where local farmers donate 

as fresh produce to the choice pantries (Stubblefield, 2010). This program grow with 

more local farmer participation donating produce that could still be consumed by 

dropping off or arranging pick-ups.  

Better utilize State-administered food assistance programs to increase 

consumption of healthy foods, decrease consumption of low nutrient, high-calorie foods, 

reduce hunger, and add dollars to the local economy (Strategic Growth Council, 2010). 

This initiative aims to increase participation in federally funded food assistance programs for 

adults and children. The program calls to modify eligibility for children for the free or 

reduced lunch program, modify senior and adults eligibility for CalFresh (food 

stamps/SNAP), and limit the use of CalFresh funds for unhealthy processed food items, and 

award more funding (EBT funds) for using CalFresh dollars on fresh produce items 

(Strategic Growth Council, 2010). In 2010 the California food stamp program was rebranded 

as CalFresh-Better Food For Better Living, so that there would be a refocus on healthy fresh 

foods while supporting California’s agriculture, in the same EBT format (Strategic Growth 

Council, 2010).  

 As mentioned earlier in this thesis Humboldt County has nearly 20% of its population 

living in poverty and in 2010 had 10,202 residents participating in the food stamp program, 

5,566 students participating in the national school lunch program, 2,678 students 

participating in the school breakfast program, and 5,370 women participating in the women’s 

and infant supplemental (WIC) program (California Food Advocate, 2010). There is still a 

large number of residents in the county that are eligible for participation in all these 
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programs, approximately 32,000 adults and children which could add additional federal food 

funds of  $30,652,419 dollars to the county (California Food Policy Advocates, 2010).  

 Establish a California Food Policy Council comprised of State agencies and other 

relevant stakeholders involved with food production, distribution, purchase, promotion, 

provision, and health, in order to build a more robust, sustainable food system, alleviate 

hunger, and promote consumption of healthy foods (Strategic Growth Council, 2010).  

The creation of a food policy could bring together every facet of the food system to develop 

and coordinate recommendations for improvement. The sectors include food production, 

consumption, processing, distribution, and water recycling to be linked to food policy to 

work on healthy food and sustainability initiatives (Strategic Growth Council, 2010). 

Humboldt County has already implemented this, working to strengthen the local food system.  

Leverage government spending to support healthy eating and sustainable local food 

systems (Strategic Growth Council, 2010). This recommendation asks for the 

implementation of healthy food procurement policy (Public Contract Code Sec. 124000-

12404), which ensures all foods purchased for consumption or sale on state property (vending 

machines, institutions, cafeterias, etc) meet minimum nutritional standards (Strategic Growth 

Council, 2010). This initiative could direct more spending to local farmers while increasing 

consumer health. By only allowing the sale of healthy food items in schools and vending 

machines, a large percentage of low nutrient foods would be eliminated, and healthy food 

items would be consumed more often.  

 These are just a few recommendations and examples of current initiatives, policies, and 

collaborative efforts that are helping to improve food security, food access, sustainability, 

and civic health in relation to food systems. 
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     CONCLUSION 

 
 
 My goal for this thesis was to visually represent and measure food access 

locations, food production, civic agriculture, alternative markets, food assistance, and 

potentially identify regions that lack adequate food access that could be considered food 

insecure or food deserts. In this thesis I have determined that our local food system has 

many strengths, but there are many barriers to fresh food access do to the nature of a rural 

county with limited development outside the core micropolitan rural cities. The other 

indicators used to measure food access were poverty and vehicle access data indicated 

food insecurity for the northern and southern regions of the county. By utilizing GIS the 

maps in this analysis have shown that the regions outside the core micropolitan cities lack 

food retail access have higher rates of poverty, and low percentages of personal vehicle 

access. The literature has stated these same barriers to food access, and this study affirms 

the literature and other studies that have investigated food access and security.  

 Future research that is needed in order to determine whether or not food deserts 

exist in the county are grocery store price and quality surveys. The USDA 2009 study 

Access to Affordable and Nutritious Food: Measuring and Understanding Food Deserts 

and Their Consequences, surveyed full service grocery stores to determine if the grocery 

store was adequate with quality of fresh and healthy food, as well as prices (USDA, 

2009). A similar survey study is needed for Humboldt County. As I mentioned in the 

results and discussion section there are stores in the county that are listed as grocery 

stores, but act more like convenience stores with very little fresh produce and high prices 
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due to being independent grocers. Surveying each grocery store could help determine 

which stores need strengthening to better serve the community around that store. Grocery 

store surveys could also identify areas that have stores, but do not meet full service 

requirements, deeming an area as a food desert.  In the recommendations chapter I 

outlined many different strategies for improving food access and utilizing local 

agriculture. Humboldt County has the capacity to utilize the local agriculture market 

more through improved distribution, corner store improvements, and new partnerships 

with local farmers and independent grocery stores. Because the county already has such a 

strong agricultural backbone improved food access and security is a possibility through 

local community collaboration and more alternative markets.  

 The socioeconomic data for this thesis from the 2000 Census Bureau is dated, but 

still shows some interesting patterns when investigating food access and security. My 

hope was to use the 2010 data, unfortunately time restrictions, deadlines, and the 

unavailability of the new data did not allow this to come to fruition. A goal of this thesis 

was to also introduce the food access measuring methodology so that the analysis can be 

redone with the 2010 data. While no methodology is perfect, this study introduces a new 

type of research method that utilizes geographic information systems, artistic vision, and 

secondary data to paint a picture of resources and a community. Utilizing GIS in social 

science and agriculture is very new, and I hope that more answers and research can be 

done to investigate agriculture and civic health utilizing geospatial science.  
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